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A B S T R A C T   

The Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) mesh profile, standardized by the Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG), has an 
increasing interest in IoT solutions. However, the standard assumes that relay and friend nodes should be 
continuously scanning the channel awaiting any incoming transmissions. This could be very inefficient in terms 
of energy consumption, particularly in application scenarios where the backbone of the mesh network cannot be 
powered and traffic is infrequent. Hence, we present a novel strategy, named PSM-DMO, that minimizes the scan 
periods and thus, significantly reduces the overall energy consumption of the mesh network. PSM-DMO is 
defined as a new and optional feature for the currently published BLE mesh specifications, coexists with the 
standard operation, and is implemented without modifying the core of the specification. The proposal, that 
ensures the reliability of the mesh operation, can be used in BLE sensor networks that can tolerate a certain 
transmission delay. PSM-DMO replaces the continuous scan by a periodic but asynchronous polling process 
whereby the relay and sink nodes interrogate their neighbors about the existence of data to receive or to 
retransmit through the network. Nodes only go into scan mode during the period of time the mesh network will 
be involved in the transmission and dissemination. This period is estimated by the node which is the source of 
data, it is announced to its neighbors and it is propagated consecutively by all the relay nodes until the desti-
nation. PSM-DMO allows a theoretical reduction in the energy consumption of relay nodes up to 99.24 %.   

1. Introduction 

Wireless mesh networking has been proposed as a suitable solution in 
sensor networks for a wide range of application fields [1–3]: agriculture, 
farm and cattle control, mountain hydrology measurements, national 
park monitoring, mobility, smart cities, and in the industry, in the often 
called Industrial Internet of the Things (IIoT) [4,5]. Meshed architec-
tures allow to improve the control, monitoring, and automation in terms 
of robustness, reliability, security, latency, and jitter. The main re-
quirements of the applications are features such as resilience, reliability, 
low infrastructure costs [6–8], and in many cases, ultra-long battery life, 
preferably measured in years [9,10]. We focus on those applications in 
which access to energy resources is extremely limited and the opera-
tional costs due to battery handling would be prohibitive. In these cases, 
the devices need to work autonomously. Also, such applications usually 
require low throughput. Their data generation can be sparse and do not 
have low-latency requirements. For instance, this is the case of beer 
fermentation monitoring [11], requiring a sampling rate of six hours, 

smart agriculture applications that need to send one message per hour 
[12], smart health [13] or the smart cities and mobility field, that would 
just need to transmit 10 detections per day [14]. In this context, we 
explore the potentiality of solutions based on Bluetooth Low Energy 
(BLE) mesh. 

In the last years, BLE has gained a dominant position for IoT and 
other sensor-based applications thanks to its simplicity, low-power 
consumption, low-cost, and robustness. Really, one of the main advan-
tages of Bluetooth over its competitors is its widespread implantation in 
the market. The new mesh specification [15] based on Bluetooth Low 
Energy [16] and developed by the Bluetooth SIG has increased the in-
terest and position of BLE as an enabler of IoT and IIoT, compared with 
other technological proposals supporting mesh networking, such as 
Zigbee, WirelessHart, 6LoWPAN or Thread, all of them based on the 
IEEE 802.15.4 standard family. Nevertheless, contrary to other mesh 
networks or protocols (including ZigBee, Thread, Z-Wave, WiFi) that use 
routing techniques, BLE mesh only considers managed flooding. This 
strategy provides a simple and robust transmission mechanism but 
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requires that nodes scan the channel continuously. The BLE mesh 
standard defines: “A device supporting only the advertising bearer 
should perform passive scan with a duty cycle as close to 100 percent as 
possible to avoid missing any incoming mesh messages or provisioning 
Packet Data Units (PDUs)” [15]. Continuous scan implies that BLE loses 
part of its low-energy principles when used in a mesh network, partic-
ularly in application scenarios where transmissions are infrequent. 
Therefore, this paper presents a novel strategy to reduce the overall 
consumption, named Power Save Mode and Discontinuous BLE Mesh 
Operation (PSM-DMO). 

The proposal, adapted to the BLE mesh specification, allows all de-
vices/nodes of the mesh network to go into scan mode only when there 
is a sensor/device with data to transmit and flooding is required. It re-
places the continuous scan by a periodic but asynchronous polling 
process whereby the nodes interrogate their neighbors about the exis-
tence of data to receive or to retransmit through the network. Relay and 
sink nodes remain by default in sleep mode between polls to save energy 
and they only go into scan mode during the period of time the mesh 
operation reactivates. This period is estimated by the node which is the 
source of data. It is announced to its neighbors and it is propagated 
consecutively by all the relay nodes until the destination. 

This proposal clearly differs from the concept of Bluetooth Mesh Low 
Power Node (BM-LPN) [17]. LPNs, that are located at the end of the 
network (they cannot act as relays), can be inactive for a long period if 
their transmissions are infrequent and they have no low-delay re-
quirements. For instance, sensors in scenarios like the ones described in 
[11–14] . However, they should be connected to a friend node that must 
remain permanently active. Some approaches for the optimization of the 
friendship mechanism have recently introduced in [17]. Nevertheless, 
LPNs do not prevent that relay and friend nodes must remain constantly 
listening for transmissions, which implies high energy consumption. 
Note that a real device consumes around 5 mA while scanning [18,19]. 
This means that a relay powered by a 10,000 mAh battery would have a 
battery life of under three months. That is, due to continuous scan, mesh 
BLE loses part of the BLE low-energy principles. This issue is remarked in 
[20], a remarkably interesting study where we can find a model of BLE 
mesh energy consumption based on measurements performed on a real 
hardware platform using the nRF51422 chipset from Nordic Semi-
conductor [21]. Proposal of [20] is useful to evaluate the energy con-
sumption of the current state of the standard [15]. However, conclusions 
of [20] state that “Bluetooth Mesh cannot be considered as a 
general-purpose Internet of the Things (IoT) technology because its 
application is limited to the scenarios where its backbone can be 
appropriately powered”. Contrary to [20], we see in [22] that BLE mesh 
can also be interesting for this kind of applications limiting the scan 
cycles. 

PSM-DMO differs from the BMADS proposal previously presented by 
the authors in [22] for the same purpose. BMADS is based on dynamic 
scan cycles and sending of a new control message sequence that puts the 
nodes into a continuous scan. PSM-DMO replaces the requirement of 
periodic scan cycles with a periodic polling scheme. As we will see, the 
energy consumption linked to the periodic polling is effectively lower 
than scan cycles proposed in BMADS. 

Concerning the state of the art, works focusing on energy optimiza-
tion in BLE mesh are scarce. Although energy saving is rapidly becoming 
an interesting and hot topic in mesh networks, in most cases, authors do 
not focus on energy optimization but on other issues: energy consump-
tion estimation, application of BLE mesh in new areas, or exploring mesh 
alternatives, that clearly differ from the standardized managed flooding 
mechanism. For instance, in [23], authors survey several deployed ap-
plications, the problems to adopt BLE in new areas, and current aca-
demic and industrial solutions that expand the capabilities of BLE, as can 
be the new mesh profile. However, energy optimization is not discussed. 
In [24], authors survey works done on Bluetooth multi-hop networks, 
and include the BLE mesh as one of the enabler technologies among 
other BLE possibilities. Nevertheless, the survey mostly emphasizes 

energy saving in solutions that change the routing or use a scatternet 
topology (connection-oriented), while energy savings in BLE mesh are 
not addressed. In [25], authors analyze and compare, using power 
consumption as one of the metrics, flooding using the Trickle algorithm 
[26], and a connection-oriented networking solution called Fruitymesh 
[27]. They conclude that the optimal mesh approach depends on the 
application. Focusing on energy saving, the Trickle algorithm as well as 
the most recent Drypp algorithm presented in [28] help to reduce the 
amount of redundant network traffic by adapting transmission rates to 
network density. This reduction has a clearly impact on energy con-
sumption. However, Trickle and Drypp continue to use a continuous 
scan approach. Thus, the impact over the energy consumption is 
considerably lower than the proposal presented here, which allows all 
nodes of the mesh network to go into scan mode only when a device 
needs to transmit data. 

Concerning the FruityMesh solution, like Greenlink [29] or the work 
discussed in [30], it really is a connection-oriented solution. Thus, the 
energy savings are moderate and the approach greatly differs from the 
current non-connection oriented BLE mesh approach. FruityMesh is 
based on neighbor-only routing, where no routing tables are stored but a 
connection is established between two nodes and kept open. Greenlink 
[29], which is a new technology of scatternet formation for BLE, and the 
work presented in [30] are very interesting approaches. Nevertheless, 
they really focus on minimizing the number of central/relay nodes, same 
as the Minimum Relay Tree presented in [31]. Greenlink reduces energy 
consumption a 50% compared with the standard deployment. Compared 
to Greenlink, the Minimum Relay Tree requires a previous analysis of 
the network and the manual selection of which nodes should act as re-
lays. If the topology changes, the network should be reconfigured again 
manually. Low Power Listening mechanisms like the ones listed for 
other wireless sensor technologies in [32] can also be explored as 
another strategy to reduce consumption. In [32], the paper presents 
three main categories: scheduled, protocols with Common Active Pe-
riods, and asynchronous MAC. However, from our point of view, the use 
of these proposals or a store-and-forward solution implies a drastic 
change to the bearer, network, and transport layers of the BLE mesh 
standard. So, most of them cannot be directly used in BLE mesh. Other 
proposals, like RFC7668 [33], which adapts IPv6 to BLE, or like [34], 
which presents a novel architecture for IPv6 over BLE mesh networks, 
are far from the proposal of this work. The first is an adaptation based on 
connection mode and BLE mesh is based on the transmission of broad-
cast messages. The second uses continuous scan mode, so the energy 
consumption is still high. 

Looking at the orientation of the works found in the literature, the 
differences of the proposal presented here are clear and significant. 
Realize that the main motivation of the PSM-DMO proposal, like the 
BMADS scheme previously proposed by the authors in [22], is that it 
does not modify the core of the standard as other approaches do. We 
consider that is one of the main requirements so that the industry can 
adopt it more easily and quickly. In addition, the proposal must be based 
on actual devices and measurements to be a realistic approach. More-
over, it should allow large energy savings, particularly in IoT and IIoT 
application scenarios where traffic is sporadic or infrequent, even when 
the size of the networks (number of hops) is high. The goal is to achieve a 
substantial multiplication of the battery life time of the devices. We will 
show that with few adjustments, the actual BLE mesh can be considered 
as a general-purpose of IoT and IIoT in many scenarios, allowing large 
energy savings up to 99.24%. That is, it is up to 8 times better than the 
BMADS proposal and much more than the 50% claimed by solutions like 
Greenlink, knowing that the main principles of the Greenlink approach 
are different and thus, the comparison unfair. In any case, we recall that 
the proposal must be defined as an optional operation mode, coexisting 
with the standard mesh operation and eligible when nodes operate in 
scenarios where energy saving is significant compared with the standard 
operation. It has been designed as a new feature that can be applied 
directly to the currently published mesh profile unlike [27,30], etc. 
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The paper is organized as follows. First, we review the basics of 
Bluetooth mesh with its main parameters, protocol stack, and frame 
definitions. Then, in Section 3, we present the points that define our 
proposal. Later, in Section 4, we analyze the energy consumption of our 
proposal in comparison with the standard behavior of the specifications. 
Section 5 discusses the principles of parameter selection and we present 
the performance of the proposal under different scenarios, compared 
with the standard operation and the BMADS proposal. Finally, Section 6 
concludes the paper. 

2. Overview of Bluetooth Mesh basis and BLE bearers 

In this section, we will introduce the key aspects that characterize 
Bluetooth Mesh to understand timing relationships between trans-
missions involved in the proposal, encapsulation of data to be trans-
mitted (overheads), and the mechanism used to achieve the reliability of 
the network. 

Devices that are part of a mesh network, specifically devices that can 
transmit and receive messages, are called “Nodes” or “provisioned de-
vices”. Additionally, a node may have one of several optional features, 
giving them special capabilities: relay, friend, low power, and proxy. From 
all of them, the relay feature deserves special attention because, as in any 
mesh network, in BLE mesh, the nodes with this feature can receive and 
then retransmit mesh messages. Thus, they cooperate dynamically to 
transport messages across the network, allowing large deployments. 

Bluetooth mesh has been designed as a layered architecture with BLE 
4.x backward compatibility. The main characteristic of the BLE mesh 
standard is that it is built on top of the full BLE core stack (physical and 
link layer), as illustrated in Fig. 1, and uses a managed flooding mech-
anism instead of routing. This mechanism is very robust. It allows im-
mediate sending of messages, and does not require maintenance of the 
routes. However, it requires that relay nodes scan the channel 
continuously. 

In the current version, mesh data are transmitted consecutively on 
primary channels 37, 38, and 39 reserved for all non-connected state 
communications and using advertising events (see Fig. 2) as a bearer. 
Really, there are two bearers defined: the advertising bearer for devices 
that include the mesh profile into their stack and the GATT (Generic 
Attribute) bearer. GATT bearer is used by devices that do not support 
natively the Bluetooth Mesh Profile to communicate with a mesh 
network through a proxy node. We focus on nodes supporting the mesh 
profile. 

The specification states that the advertising bearer shall use non- 

connectable and non-scannable undirected advertising events (see bottom of 
Fig. 2) with some little adaptation. Besides, according to the specifica-
tions, all devices supporting only the advertising bearer should be 
scanning with a duty cycle as close as possible to 100 %. 

The standard follows a layered architecture covering all the OSI 
layers. On top of the mesh stack, an application is implemented. One of 
the most important key points of BLE mesh is the specification of device 
behaviors according to a model paradigm (set of configuration states 
that concerns the node capabilities and behavior within the mesh: fea-
tures, addresses the node has subscribed to, the security keys, etc.). In 
such a way, the full BLE mesh stack (see Fig. 1) deals with:  

• Model layer/foundation model layer: to define and implement the 
models and basic functionality of nodes (behaviors, states, messages, 
and so on) in specific application scenarios.  

• Access layer: to define how higher layers (application) can use the 
more technical layers below.  

• Transport layer: to encrypt, decrypt and authenticate application 
data (at the upper transport layer), and to define how upper transport 
layer messages are segmented and reassembled into multiple lower 
transport PDUs.  

• Network layer: to define how transport-layer messages are addressed 
towards one or more elements. That is, it defines the network mes-
sage format that allows Transport PDUs to be transported by the 
bearer layer and whether to relay/forward messages accept them for 
further processing or reject them.  

• Bearer layer: to abstract the underlying BLE Core [16] specification 
towards the layers above through the so-called bearer concept, 
defined above. 

As we stated above, BLE mesh uses a managed flooding technique, 
supported by two main features:  

1) Each message includes a Time To Live field (TTL value included at 
the network layer) that limits the number of times a message can be 
relayed and,  

2) the nodes maintain a cache of the last received messages to avoid 
unnecessary retransmissions of previously received messages. 

Firstly, BLE mesh preferably uses advertising bearers, based on non- 
connectable and non-scannable advertising events. These events are 
composed by the transmission of one advertising ADV_NONCONN_IND 
PDU in sequence using at least one of the three advertising channels 
(channel 37, 38, and/or 39). The time between the start of two 
consecutive advertising events (affected by the imposed timing re-
strictions within the event) is controlled by the advInterval parameter 
(≥20 ms) plus a random variable between 0 and 10 ms. 

In addition, the reliability of the mesh network is based on the relay 
and repetition of the messages according to three different procedures 
and parameters that could be redundant. One of them is controlled by 
the model-related layers and the other two by the network layer. 

Publish retransmit. This process is controlled at the model level. It 
defines how many replicas of an access packet (containing the model 
messages) are generated and the time between them. This is controlled 
by the Publish retransmit count (PRC) parameter and the publish interval 
(pubInt), which depends on the Publish retransmit interval steps (PRIS) 
parameter (5-bit value). PRC takes values between zero and seven, i.e., a 
message can be published between one and eight times. The pubInt in-
terval equals to (PRIS+1)⋅50 ms and takes values from 50 to 1600 ms 
using 50 ms steps. 

Network transmit. This process is controlled at the network layer. It 
defines the number of transmissions of a network PDU generated in a 
source node and the interval between them. This is controlled by the 
Network transmit count (NTC) parameter and the network interval 
(netInt), which depends on the Network transmit interval steps (NTIS) 
parameter (5-bit value). NTC takes values between zero and seven, so a Fig. 1. Mesh BLE stack and required changes to include the new feature.  
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network PDU is transmitted between one and eight times (NTC + 1). The 
netInt interval, being equal to (NTIS+1)⋅10 ms, takes values from 10 to 
320 ms using 10 ms steps. However, the minimum netInt is 20 ms due to 
the restriction on the advertising interval fixed by the used bearer. 

Relay retransmit. It is also defined at the network layer but linked to 
the relay feature. It controls how many times a packet should be 
retransmitted by a relay and the interval between them. This is 
controlled by the Relay retransmit count (RRC) parameter and the network 
interval (relInt), which depends on the Relay retransmit interval steps 
(RRIS) parameter (5-bit value). RRC takes values between zero and seven, 

so a network PDU is retransmitted between one and eight times (RRC +

1). netInt interval, being equal to (RRIS +1)⋅10 ms, takes values from 10 
to 320 ms using 10 ms steps. However, the minimum netInt is 20 ms due 
to the restriction on the advertising interval fixed by the used bearer. 

Random delay: To avoid collisions, the mesh profile also requires 
introducing a random delay at the link layer, controlled by the network 
layer. Each transmission managed by the network transmit or relay 
retransmit parameters should be perturbed by a random value from 0 to 
10 ms from the previous transmission. 

Also, and although the advertising bearer does not include 

Fig. 2. BLE mesh message encapsulation and use of BLE non-connectable and non-scannable advertising events to send mesh messages.  

Fig. 3. Example of the publish/relay retransmit and network transmit mechanisms.  
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acknowledgments, BLE mesh supports transmission of unacknowledged 
and acknowledged messages at the model-related layer. In this case, the 
network schedules the transmission of the acknowledgment messages 
after a random delay (randACK) to reduce the probability of collisions. 

Fig. 3 shows an example of message transmission with BLE mesh. The 
source node has a PRC =1 and NTC =1, and the relay parameters are RRC 
=2 and RRC =1 for Relay 1 and Relay 2, respectively. The source gen-
erates a packet as soon as possible whenever a user event is generated. 
The first transmission is received on both relays, stored in their cache, 
and retransmitted RRC +1 times. The second transmission is received but 
not retransmitted because it has the same sequence identifier as the first. 
The source transmits another packet with a different sequence identifier, 
completing the publish procedure. The Relay 1 receives it and proceeds 
to retransmit in the same way as the first. The packet is incorrectly 
received by the Relay 2. The second transmission is received on both 
relays and is only retransmitted by the Relay 2. Note that, later, we will 
suppose that these variables, can be configured differently for trans-
mitting the data or the control message. So, hereafter, we use super-
scripts to indicate this difference. Additionally, from now on, every time- 
referred equation, variable, or parameter is expressed in ms. 

Fig. 2 also illustrates the complete encapsulation process 
from the application layer to the bearer layer considering 
ADV_NONCONN_IND PDUs based advertisements. The bottom half of 
the figure is dedicated to explaining the advertising bearer operation. 
Reading the top half of the figure (mesh stack), there are two message 
types allowed: access and control messages. When the message to be 
transmitted is large, no matter its type, it can be segmented. An unseg-
mented access/control message can convey up to 10 bytes of data, which 
is enough for the purposes considered in this paper. The difference in the 
encapsulation of an access versus a control message comes in the 
transport and network layers. An access message divides the Message 
Integrity Checks (MICs) into two 4-byte parts, one in the transport layer 
and the other in the network layer. This is done to allow the encryption 
of data application messages. For example, a relay may retransmit a 
message if it belongs to the network (Network MIC OK), but not 
necessarily has to know its contents (Transport MIC KO). Control mes-
sages, instead, are critical messages used to manage the network. Thus, 
they also use eight bytes, but all of them are dedicated to protecting the 
network PDU. In this way, both message types have the same length at 
the network layer. This network PDU is introduced into a standard BLE 

advertising data structure with a defined advertisement type: 0×2A for 
mesh messages or 0×2B for mesh beacons. Here on, the advertisement is 
passed to the physical layer as any other BLE advertisement. 

Out of current mesh specification, the new proposal includes the use 
of scannable undirected advertising events, as a part of the poll/interro-
gation process before mesh flooding reactivation. Thus, we proceed to 
describe the event. In this case, for every advertising event, the adver-
tiser device broadcasts advertising information (ADV_SCAN_IND PDU) 
in sequence over each of the three advertising channels (index=37, 38, 
and 39). When an ADV_SCAN_IND packet is received by a device 
configured in active scan mode, the scanner device (after TIFS=150 μs) is 
allowed to respond with a scan request (SCAN_REQ PDU) to request 
additional information from the advertiser. After the reception of a 
SCAN_REQ, the advertiser device responds TIFS later with the corre-
sponding scan response (SCAN_RSP PDU) on the same advertising 
channel index. Once the SCAN_RSP PDU is sent, the advertiser shall 
either move to the next used primary channel to send another ADV_S-
CAN_IND PDU or close the advertising event as illustrated in Fig. 4. 
Notice that ADV_SCAN_IND and SCAN_RSP may transport an access or 
control mesh message, whereas SCAN_REQ has only been processed at 
the link layer. 

3. PSM-DMO proposal 

The proposal is a scan and transmission scheme adapted to the BLE 
mesh specification, which allows all nodes of the mesh network to go 
into scan mode only when there is a node with data to transmit and 
flooding is required. The proposal avoids applying a continuous scan 
scheme or as close as possible to 100 % of the time, as defined in the 
standard. 

The main idea is to replace the continuous scan with a periodic but 
asynchronous polling process whereby the nodes interrogate their 
neighbors about the existence of data to receive or to retransmit through 
the network. Nodes remain by default in sleep mode between polls to 
save energy and they only go into scan mode during the period of time 
the mesh network will be involved in the transmission and dissemina-
tion of data. This period is estimated by the node which is the source of 
data, it is announced to its neighbors and it is propagated consecutively 
by all the relay nodes until the destination. 

Actually, the proposal is defined as an optional operation mode, 

Fig. 4. Poll/interrogation process. Based on scannable undirected advertising events.  
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eligible when nodes operate in scenarios with applications that are delay 
tolerant and/or make infrequent transmissions. The aim is to reduce the 
consumption in the network relays. 

The objective of the proposal differs from the concept of Bluetooth 
Mesh Low Power Node (BM-LPN) and the associated friendly node 
function, already defined in the standard. According to the specification, 
BM-LPN nodes are not responsible for message relaying but they can 
operate within a mesh network at significantly reduced reception duty 
cycles using a friendship relationship to another node, called “Friend 
Node”. BM-LPN can transmit messages at any time since it is assumed 
that at least one of its next-hop neighbor devices will be always ready to 
receive and forward such messages. However, a friend node (that is, a 
relay node supporting the friend feature) assists the BM-LPN in recep-
tion, by storing messages destined to the BM-LPN while this node is in a 
sleep state. Forwarding of messages by the friend node occurs on de-
mand when the BM-LPN asynchronously polls their friend for messages 
awaiting delivery. After sending the BM-LPN request to its friend node, 
BM-LPN returns to sleep node for a receiveDelay time (which allows the 
friend node to prepare its response) and then, it spends a receiveWindow 
time listening to the channel for a potential response. 

The current proposal is also based on a polling/request mechanism 
but differs significantly in the concept and procedure described before. 
In this case, the objective is that all nodes stay in sleep mode most of the 
time. It limits the scan mode in all the nodes to the periods where 
incoming packets are required to be flooding through the network. 

The proposal is compatible with the underlying core BLE since 
specification v5.0 [35]. The poll/request process is implemented with 
the support of connectable and scannable undirected advertising events, 
currently out of the mesh specification as potential bearer [15]. On the 
other hand, notifications about the time the mesh network is expected to 
be busy forwarding messages are performed using non-connectable and 
non-scannable advertising events and according to BLE mesh. We name 
these notifications Awaiting Data and Transmission (ADT) message. 

The main objectives of this proposal coincide with the BLE mesh 
asynchronous dynamic scan mechanism (BMADS scheme) proposed by 
the authors in [22] to reduce the overall energy consumption of the 
mesh networks. However, the overall mechanism differs significantly. 
BMADS feature reduces the scan cycles of the nodes by defining a low 
energy scan duty cycle while there is nothing to transmit. That is, being 
scanWin and scanInt the values of the scan window and scan interval at 
the receiver, respectively, BMADS uses scanWin<scanInt, instead of 
keeping the receiver in continuous scan mode (scanWin=scanInt). To 
prepare the network for data transmission, BMADS sends a new control 
message sequence (ADS message) that puts the nodes into continuous 
scan mode before transmitting the data (ADS specifies the time they 
should stay scanning continuously). Fig. 4 in [22] shows the flow of 
messages associated to the proposal. The main issue is that scanWin and 
scanInt should be configured to reduce the energy consumption but 
ensuring the reception of at least one of the ADS message sequence 
packets sent from any neighbor. There is a tradeoff between scan cycle 
configuration and the required length of the ADS sequence configuration 
to ensure reliability. In fact, there is not a single optimal configuration, 
seen as the compromise between the energy saving and the additional 
delay introduced. BMADS provides significant energy savings, which 
depends on applications, size of the network, and scenarios. Up to 98% 
of energy savings in selected cases (applications that can tolerate delays 
of tens of seconds in low-hop networks, i.e. 4 hops, and sporadic 
transmissions, i.e. TX/day), although extreme cases of networks 
requiring 127 hops and having high traffic can still show savings of 25%. 
However, where several transmissions of an ADS message within the 
scan periods are required to ensure a successful control message 
reception in non-ideal condition due to collisions and noise, energy 
saving is reduced (up to 95% with three required transmissions for 
TX/day and 4 hops). Energy saving is significant but, there is a contin-
uous energy consumption related to the scan periods in addition to en-
ergy consumption linked to ADS message sequence transmission. It can 

be thought that the consumption associated with the duty cycle of the 
scan process may seem negligible compared to transmissions (i.e. poll or 
control message transmissions like ADS) but this assessment is inexact. 
Note that, to optimize the consumption, it is necessary to minimize 
scanWin, but the minimum scanWin is 10 ms when non-scannable 
advertising events are used. 

The new proposal (PSM-DMO) presented here replaces the require-
ment of periodic scan cycles with a periodic polling scheme. Certainly, 
polling based on scannable undirected advertising events also requires that 
nodes enter in a RX scan period after the ADV_SCAN_IND transmission 
and a TIFS period. However, this scan period is equal to 60 μs if the 
neighbors do not respond with a SCAN_REQ, being significantly lower 
than the 10 ms of the BMADS proposal, as previously described. It was 
presented in Nordic Semiconductor [36] and measured experimentally 
by the authors in [37] and [38]. Additionally, it will also be visualized in 
Figs.10 and 11 in Section 4. The energy consumption linked to the pe-
riodic polling is effectively lower than scan cycles proposed in BMADS. 

In any case, same as BMADS, a main characteristic of the proposal is 
that it does not require modifying the physical and MAC layer of the core 
BLE specification. It does not either require relevant changes in the mesh 
protocol stack structure although an additional feature is required. Fig. 1 
depicts the modified BLE mesh stack including the new feature (PSM: 
Power Save Mode and DMO: Discontinuous Mesh Operation) in dark 
orange. The necessary changes concern the definition of a new control 
command linked to the ADT transmission and its management, the 
activation, control and deactivation of commands linked to the polling 
process and handling of timings linked to mesh activation and trans-
mission. Note that scannable undirected advertising events are not 
currently used as a bearer for access or control PDUs. The new com-
mands may be identified using the RFU fields available in the Header 
field in the current BLE standard frame definitions, showed in Fig. 2. It is 
necessary that all nodes in the mesh network should include this feature 
for PSM-DMO to operate. If there are nodes that do not support polling 
and ADT transmission, network should work in standard mode. 

Next, we describe the general phases of the mechanism. Then, the 
overall algorithm will be summarized in Fig. 7. 

3.1. General phases of the mechanism 

The general phases of the PSM-DMO process can be concisely sum-
marized as follows. Nodes are usually in low power state. In this state, all 
nodes sleep and send regular poll messages to see whether there is traffic 
to be relayed (box in grey color in Fig. 7). When a node has traffic to send 
or retransmit, it listens (box in red color in Fig. 7) for such poll messages 
coming from neighboring nodes and makes use of them to activate these 
neighboring nodes and put them in scanning mode. This process con-
tinues until the entire network is awake. The process includes the 
transmission of information (box in green color in Fig. 7) about the time 
required by the nodes to be in active state. Once the network is awake, 
data transmission occurs (box in blue color in Fig. 7) in a similar way 
than in the standard mesh. 

Next, we describe step by step the basis of the implementation. 
General parameters included in the proposal are summarized in Table 1.   

1) Low Power State, Interrogation Process   

By default, all the nodes remain in a sleep mode. That is, scanning is 
interrupted, but nodes transmit periodic and asynchronous poll requests 
to neighbor nodes to determine if they have to change to scan mode. This 
mode of operation is only active when nodes do not have data to 
transmit, nor to retransmit nor they are also expecting to receive them 
from other nodes (in case they are relays). 

The interrogation process is based on the periodical activation by 
each node (advertiser) of scannable undirected advertising events. The vi-
sual representation of the poll process is shown in Fig. 4, with details 
about required timing relationships between transmissions. The polling 
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event consists of sending packets named ADV_SCAN_IND through one of 
the three advertising channels defined in the specifications (in this case 
on all three, CH=37, CH=38, and CH=39). Note that, in Fig. 4, both 
nodes 1 and 2 are in low power state in the first period of the time. Nodes 
leave the low power state if a data transmission event is generated or 
activated by them (e.g. node 1 in Fig. 4), initiating the process that 
propagates the switch of all the nodes to a continuous scan. Neighboring 
nodes in polling mode could start receiving responses from active scan 
devices. Note that difference between passive and active scan is that an 

active scanner can request additional information from the advertiser 
while the passive scanner only listens. That is, any device in active scan 
(e.g. initially, the source node in Fig. 4 after event generation), receiving 
an ADV_SCAN_IND from an advertiser (polling node), responds with a 
unicast scan request PDU (SCAN_REQ) to the advertiser on the same 
channel where it has been received and then listens for the scan response 
PDU (SCAN_RSP) on the same advertising index. The scanner only sends 
the SCAN_REQ if the advertiser address is allowed by a scanner filter 
policy defined in it. In the same way, the advertiser sends the SCAN_RSP 
only if the SCAN_REQ is received from a scanner allowed by the 
advertising filter policy defined in the advertiser. Scan and advertiser 
filters determine, respectively, the devices for which advertising packets 
will be processed by the scanner and devices for which the advertiser 
will accept a scan request. Once the SCAN_RSP PDU is sent or if the 
advertising filter policy forbids processing the SCAN_REQ, the advertiser 
shall either move to the next used primary channel index to send another 
ADV_SCAN_IND or close the advertising event. In this proposal, no re-
strictions are applied concerning the possibility of discovering several 
devices that send data into two or the three different frequencies within 
the same event. Therefore, the proposal contemplates closing the event 
after finishing the round of the three frequencies. However, this scenario 
is extremely unlikely and, if possible, forces the length of the scan period 
to be managed to consider the coexistence of multiple parallel trans-
missions. This aspect will be reviewed later. 

After sending the sequence of ADV_SCAN_IND linked to the polling 
event, if the requesting node (relay or sink, node 2 in Fig. 4) has received 
a SCAN_REQ on any of the three frequencies, it sends the SCAN_RSP 
PDU. Then, the requesting node goes temporarily into continuous pas-
sive scan state as close as possible to 100% (TscanWin=TscanInt) and de-
activates its polling process. Reasons for switching to passive scan 
instead of active scan are discussed later. 

After entering in passive scan state, the link layer should listen on a 
different primary advertising channel index (there is not a selection rule 
for the first index) for the duration of each consecutive TscanWin. For 
example, in Fig. 4, node 1 responds to node 2 in CH=38, however, node 
2 starts the passive scan in CH=37 according to its own programmed 
sequence for each TscanInt. 

The time between consecutive polling processes is Tpoll plus a random 
period, which we have defined between 0 and 10 ms (rand10). The 
polling process is composed of only one polling event. This allows to 
configure the process as a periodic advertising event, being the time 
between the start of two consecutive advertising events (TadvEvent) 
computed as TadvInterval=Tpoll plus τadvDelay=rand10. 

The process described above is not aware of the source or the 
destination of the messages that will be sent later. It is only a simple 
mechanism that allows nodes to switch to the required scan mode (firstly 
a passive mode and then an active scan mode).   

2) Activation and management of the scan periods. Cascade spread of the 
process   

Once we have defined the more general basis concerning the polling 
mechanism, let’s specify how the activation of the scan periods and 
transmissions are managed, first in the source node and then in the re-
lays and destination nodes. Fig. 5 shows an example of the whole 
mechanism to support the description.   

2A) Mechanism at the source node   

A source node, with data to transmit, switches to scan mode awaiting 
to receive an ADV_SCAN_IND from each of its relay neighbors according 
to the procedure described above. When it receives an ADV_SCAN_IND 
from a valid address and, then, the corresponding SCAN_RSP after 
sending the SCAN_REQ, the source knows the relay/sink node that 
interrogated has moved to passive scan mode. The same does not happen 
in case there is no SCAN_RSP. In this case, the source only knows that a 

Table 1 
Parameters used in the PSM-DMO proposal.  

Parameters Description 

Generic random delays 

rand Undefined random value in the specifications. 
rand10 Random value, uniformly distributed between 0 and 10 ms. 
randMAX 20 ms. Upper limit in some random variables. 

Scanning parameters 

scanInt Generic scan interval. 
scanWin Generic scan window. 

Generic processing times 

Trelay
PROC, Tsink

PROC 
Processing times of the relays and sink, respectively. 

Poll process 

Poll event Poll event defined as a scannable undirected advertising event. 
TADVpoll, TscanREQpoll 

TscanRSPpoll 

Times linked to advertising, request and response packets in 
the scannable undirected advertising event. 

Tpoll Fixed time between consecutive polling processes (composed 
by only one polling event). The time between consecutive 
polling event is Tpoll+ rand10. 

NPO Number of (Tpoll + 10 ms) intervals to computer Tlisten. 
Tlisten Discovery interval: minimum interval to discover neighboring 

nodes. It is equal to NPO⋅(Tpoll+ 10). 

ADT message transmission parameters 

ADT message Message that includes TADT. 
advseqADT Non-connectable and non-scannable undirected advertising 

events to notify TADT. 

advseqADT,i advseqADT linked to source i. 
randseqADT Random time applied by the relay nodes after Tlisten and before 

transmitting the first ADT message of the advseqADT sequence. 
max(randseqADT) Upper limit of randseqADT. It is equal to randMAX. 
netIntseqADT Network transmit interval linked to advseqADT advertisement 

event. 
PseqADT

RC 
Public retransmit count linked to advseqADT. Set to 0. 

NseqADT
TC 

Network transmit count linked to advseqADT advertisement 
event. 

TTLseq TTL of advseqADT advertising event. Set to 0. 
TAEseqADT

TxEVENT 
Duration of the full advseqADT advertising event. 

TseqADT Maximum time needed for the transmission of the sequence of 
ADT messages. 

TADT Awaiting Data and Transmission time: amount of time a node 
should remain in scan state awaiting data. It is included as a 
parameter in the ADT message. 

TADT1 Estimation of the maximum time a node must wait into scan 
mode before starting to receive data. 

Tsource
ADT1 Estimation of TADT1 computed by the source. 

TADT2 Estimation of maximum time needed to transmit the data 
TTLADT TTL parameter included as a parameter in the ADT message. 
PId Process Identifier (PId,j is the PId linked to the source j). 
TIMEOUTRXseqADT Timeout to detect reception of advseqADT (applied in relay/ 

sink). After that, the polling process is reactivated. 

Data transmission parameters 

pubIntdata Publish retransmit interval 
netIntdata Network transmit interval 
relIntdata Relay retransmit interval 
Pdata

RC Publish retransmit count 
Ndata

TC Network transmit count 
Rdata

RC Relay retransmit count 
TAEdata

TxEVENT Duration of the advertising event linked to data transmission.  
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neighbor exists. How to manage this issue will be discussed later. 
In absence of errors in reception due to channel effects or collisions, 

after a time equal to Tpoll plus 10 ms (maximum of rand10), the source 
should have been successfully interrogated by all its neighbor relays (if 
we consider that all relays are configured identically) and knows they all 
moved to passive scan. 

To combat the effects of channel errors and collisions, instead of 
waiting for a minimum time Tpoll+10 ms, the minimum discovery win-
dow for neighboring nodes can be extended to an NPO number of Tpoll +

10 ms intervals. We name this period Tlisten. For instance, if NPO= 2, 
Tlisten=2⋅(Tpoll + 10). The NPO value should be estimated based on the 
expected collision probability for the application scenario and configu-
ration parameters of poll process, in addition to the Block Error Rate 
(BLER). NPO will then be configured the same in all nodes of the network. 

Once the Tlisten period elapses, the source cannot start sending data 
yet. First, it is required that the process is repeated in the relays to 
propagate it over the network so that all relay nodes and the sink in the 
mesh network have changed and remain in active state. The objective is 
to prepare the network for the transmission of data. For this purpose, it is 
required that each relay node, entering into continuous scan mode, re-
ceives a mesh control field/message which should specify the amount of 
time it should remain in scan state awaiting data. This time interval, we 
denoted as TADT (Awaiting Data and Transmission time), is composed by 
two components (TADT1 and TADT2) we describe later and is calculated at 
the source node considering the worst-case scenario of delay. 

It is reasonable to think that the simplest and most desirable 
approach to send the TADT value could be encapsulated inside the 

SCAN_REQ, but this option is not feasible, since this packet does not 
include any data field (see in Fig. 4 the SCAN_REQ PDU) and it has no 
bits available in the header. So, the proposal is to send mesh messages to 
notify the TADT (named ADT message) using non-connectable and non- 
scannable undirected advertising events (named advseqADT), once the Tpoll 
+ 10 ms period has elapsed (see in Fig. 5 the source). The network layer 
address field should be set to the broadcast fixed group address 0xFFFF 
to allow the processing of the message by every node that receives it. 
ADT message does not include any information about the specific 
destination of the data flow expected to be transmitted. Nevertheless, 
ADT message is sent using the mesh bearer layer. It is a control message, 
defined and managed at the new feature (PSM-DMO) introduced in the 
mesh protocol stack, which goes through the mesh protocol stack as 
illustrated in Fig. 2. Details about ADT parameters will be introduced 
next. 

To combat the effects of channel errors and collisions over ADT 
messages, redundancy by repetition is applied using, in this case, 
mechanisms defined in the mesh specification. Each ADT message 
should be processed only by neighbors of the node transmitting the 
message. ADT message is never relayed because this packet should not 
be retransmitted immediately on the receiving nodes. Thus, the TTL 
field (identified as TTLseq) is fixed to zero. When a neighbor propagates 
ADT information to its neighbors in the next hop, the ADT message 
should also be regenerated. Specifically, the repetition of the ADT 
message follows the standard network transmit procedure, with a NTC 

and netInt, denoted as NseqADT
TC and netIntseqADT, respectively. In this way, 

each ADV packet, containing the ADT information, is transmitted NTC+1 

Fig. 5. Example of the proposed mechanism.  
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times in each of the three frequency channels (37, 38, and 39) using the 
ADV event. On the other hand, the maximum time needed for the 
transmission of the sequence of ADT messages is given by the following 
equation: 

TseqADT = NseqADTTC ⋅
(
netIntseqADT + 10

)
+ TAEseqADTTxEVENT (1)  

where netIntseqADT plus 10 ms (the maximum of a random interval be-
tween 0 and 10 ms -denoted as rand10-) is the maximum time interval 
between consecutive advseqADT events and TAEseqADT

TxEVENT the duration of the 
full advertising event (transmission of the ADT message on all three 
frequencies). 

After elapsing the Tlisten and transmitting the sequence of ADT mes-
sages, if neighbor nodes are detected, the source node cannot transmit 
data immediately. It should wait enough time, named as TADT1, until all 
nodes in the network are in scan mode before start sending the data. This 
time must be added to the maximum time, named as TADT2, required to 
transmit the data through the network. Data acknowledgment from the 
destination node is not considered in this work, but it can be easily 
contemplated with few modifications. In this case, the source will use 
larger values for ADT2, including the estimation of ACK transmission. 

Both values, TADT1 and TADT2, must be reported in the ADT message. 
As we said above, the ADT message does not include any information 
about the specific destination of the data stream expected to be 
transmitted.   

2B) Mechanism in the relays and the sink nodes   

In the relay and sink nodes the process is repeated similarly but the 
following peculiarities need to be considered. 

In relation to the polling state, as mentioned above, after sending an 
ADV_SCAN_IND, if a relay node receives a valid SCAN_REQ PDU (there is 
a neighbor that requires transmission of data), it sends the SCAN_RSP 
PDU, disables the polling process, and proceeds to continuously scan on 
the frequency corresponding according to the configuration of the scan 
procedure. However, when the node enters the scan mode, it must still 
inhibit the response to polling messages from other nodes for a period 
(see, e.g., dark blue periods in node 2 in Fig. 5). Specifically, the inhi-
bition lasts until it does not successfully receive an ADT message of the 
sequence of advseqADT events from the node that put it in scanning mode. 
Thus, passive scan is used instead of active scan. There are two reasons 
for that:  

(1) Receiving an advseqADT is the only explicit evidence that the 
interrogated node has successfully received the SCAN_RSP PDU 
from this relay/sink node or any of its neighbors during the Tlisten 
period. Let’s consider a relay/sink node that is the only neighbor 
of the one sending SCAN_REQ. If the interrogated node did not 
receive the response (SCAN_RSP), it is not sure that the relay/sink 
node has entered scan mode, since it is not possible to know if the 
SCAN_REQ PDU was received correctly. Therefore, the interro-
gated node will not send the sequence of advseqADT.  

(2) If a relay node immediately goes into active scan mode, it can 
respond to the polling request from other neighboring nodes that 
are also one hop away from the node from which they expect to 
receive the data. This could be the case that occurred in node 5 
with respect to nodes 3 and 4 in Fig. 5. Therefore, collisions be-
tween scannable undirected advertising events are unnecessarily 
increased. 

To solve the anomalies derived from the loss of the SCAN_RSP 
packet, we define a timeout, called TIMEOUTRXseqADT, which is partic-
ularly useful when the node is the only neighbor of the interrogated 
node. If after sending SCAN_RSP a relay/sink node does not receive any 
advseqADT within a TIMEOUTRXseqADT period equal to Tlisten+Tse-

qADT+max(rand), the node reactivates the polling process. In this case, 

polling and continuous passive scan coexist but responses (thanks to 
passive scan mode) to its own polling neighbors are inhibited. This so-
lution allows that in case this node was the only neighbor of a given 
node, the propagation of the process of switching to the scan mode is not 
blocked in the network. Really, this situation is expected to occur with 
low probability, especially when the number of poll events in the Tlisten 
period is greater than unity and this number is correctly dimensioned. 
The scan process can be disabled if nothing is received after a second 
Tlisten period and the node returns to the low power state. Fig. 6 shows an 
example of the situation. Further details about the use of this TIME-
OUTRXseqADT and the concatenation of various Tlisten periods will be 
discussed later, related to anomalies management. 

Once a relay node successfully receives the advseqADT, it starts a new 
time period in active scan mode equal to the ADT value received in 
advseqADT, being now able to respond to polling neighbors to facilitate 
the pass to the scan mode of the rest of the network nodes (see, e.g., light 
blue periods in node 2 in Fig. 5. After that, similarly as the source did, at 
the beginning of that scan period and for a time Tlisten, the relay waits for 
the reception of ADV_SCAN_IND PDUs. When an ADV_SCAN_IND is 
received, the relay responds with a SCAN_REQ and waits for the 
SCAN_RSP. After Tlisten, if at least one SCAN_RSP has been received, the 
relay sends the advseqADT with the same procedure, contents, and 
parameterization used by the source. Then, it remains in active scan, 
waiting for the reception of the data in mesh mode. 

A small random delay should be introduced between finishing the 
Tlisten and relaying the ADT message using the advseqADT to reduce col-
lisions of the first advseqADT events when multiple relays have been 
involved in the Tlisten period at the same time (e.g., see nodes 4 and 5 in 
Fig. 5). This random time (named randseqADT but represented as rand in 
figures) is similar to the one defined in the mesh for the ACK in relay 
nodes. Specification [15] says that randACK should be between 20 and 
50 ms when the ACK is the response to a message that was sent to a 
unicast address, but between 20 and 500 ms to reduce the probability of 
collisions, if it was sent to a group address or a virtual address. In this 
case, randseqADT must be set according to the expected probability of 
collisions. 

Once the relay node has sent the sequence of advseqADT events, it 
expects to remain in active scan mode for a period of time equal to that 
specified in the advseqADT that it had received from its neighboring nodes. 

It would be feasible to define a second TIMEOUTRXdata to disable the 
scan process if nothing is received after a TADT period. 

Above, we have described the basis of the process by which all 
network nodes enter into scan mode, to proceed below with data 
transmission in mesh mode. In addition to Figs. 5 and 6, the algorithm of 

Fig. 6. TIMEOUTRXseqADT to solve non-detection.  
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Fig. 7 helps to illustrate the mechanism. However, additional details 
must be considered, completing the procedure that will be now 
described in Section 3.2. 

3.2. Additional issues of the mechanism 

A) ADT message parameters and calculation of TADT   

As we refer to above, to fulfill the approach, each ADT message 
should be processed only by neighbors of the node transmitting the 
message. ADT message is never relayed immediately. Instead, it is re-
generated each hop. Thus, the standard TTL (TTLseq) field present in the 
mesh message is fixed to zero, being the network layer address field the 
broadcast fixed group address 0xFFFF. 

The main parameters of the ADT message concerns to TADT (being the 
pair TADT1 and TADT2), TTLADT and PId, all of them described subse-
quently. TADT is the amount of time a node should be in continuous scan 
to guarantee the reception of the data after reception of the ADT mes-
sage. TADT is calculated at the source node and it is composed by two 
separate components: TADT1 and TADT2. TADT1 is an estimation of the 

maximum time a node must wait into scan mode before starting to 
receive data. TADT2 is the estimation of maximum time needed to 
transmit the data. 

TADT = TADT1 + TADT2 (2) 

TADT1 and TADT2 are upper limits. As Fig. 4 shows, it is feasible for 
relay nodes (see nodes 6, 7 and 8) to receive the first data packet in a 
clearly shorter interval than TADT1. Similarly, the time a node must 
spend receiving data will generally be less than TADT2. Thus, both values 
should be sent in a disaggregated way in the ADT message to reduce the 
time that the nodes remain in scan mode. Therefore, once the reception 
of the data has started, only the TADT2 applies. The algorithm of Fig. 7 
illustrates this fact. 

TADT1 and TADT2 depend on the maximum number of hops required to 
reach the destination. It is necessary to estimate it and to limit the range 
of the propagation mechanism by using a new TTL parameter (in this 
case, renamed TTLADT). TTLADT value can be determined previously, for 
instance, using a heartbeat message. The TTLADT value should be 
included as a parameter in the data field of the ADT message. Recall that 
TTLADT differs from the TTL=0 (TTLseq=0) set at the Network PDU (see 
Fig. 2). When a relay must generate a new ADT message, it reduces the 
TTLADT by one. Nevertheless, to reduce node processing, all nodes 
retransmit these same TADT1 and TADT2 values. Note that this is done 
without considering that nodes that are several hops away from the 
source need to wait a shorter time. 

From the point of view of the source node, once the packet genera-
tion event occurs, the time it needs to wait before starting data trans-
mission is Tsource

ADT1 , as computed in Eq. (3): 

TsourceADT1 = Tlisten + TseqADT + TADT1 = Tlisten + TseqADT+
+(TTLADT − 1)⋅

[
Tlisten + randMAX + TseqADT

]
+

+(TTLADT − 1)⋅TrelayPROC + T
sink
PROC

(3)  

where Tlisten depends on the parameters NPO and Tpoll according with Eq. 
(4): 

Tlisten = NPO⋅
(
Tpoll+ 10

)
(4)  

TseqADT is the maximum time needed for the transmission of the sequence 
of advseqADT as computed in Eq. (1), Trelay

PROC and Tsink
PROC are the processing 

times of the relays and sink respectively, while randMAX = max(randse-

qADT) is the upper limit of the random time applied by the relay nodes 
before the first ADT message of the advseqADT sequence. 

However, the TADT1 value propagated to neighbors and by relay 
nodes is computed with Eq. (5): 

TADT1 = (TTLADT − 1)⋅
[
Tlisten + randMAX + TseqADT

]
+

+(TTLADT − 1)⋅TrelayPROC + T
sink
PROC

(5) 

On the other hand, the transmission of data is carried out in mesh 
mode, assuming a network of TTLADT hops. Reliability is obtained by the 
standard methods defined in Bluetooth Mesh itself. That is, repetitions 
which are controlled in the network and model layers through Network 
transmit (pairNdata

TC and netIntdata ), Relay retransmit (pair Rdata
RC and 

relIntdata) and Public retransmit (pairPdata
RC andpubIntdata) processes param-

eters defined in Section 2. Thus, if we want to transmit Ndata packets, the 
time needed to transmit data through the network (TADT2) is computed 
with Eq. (6). 

TADT2 = TDATA + (TTLADT − 1)⋅TREL+
+(TTLADT − 1)⋅TrelayPROC + T

sink
PROC

(6)  

with 

TDATA = Ndata⋅
(
PdataRC ⋅pubIntdata + NdataTC ⋅

(
netIntdata + 10

))
+

+(Ndata − 1)⋅
(
netIntdata + 10

)
+ TAEdataTxEVENT

(7) 

Fig. 7. PSM-DMO general algorithm.  
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and 

TREL = randMAX + RdataRC ⋅
(
relIntdata+ 10

)
+ TAEdataTxEVENT (8)  

where TAEdata
TxEVENT is the duration of the advertising event (time elapsed 

from the start of the ADV PDU transmission on CH = 37 channel to the 
end of the ADV PDU transmission on CH = 39 channel). The specifica-
tions indicate an undefined random delay for the first relay trans-
mission, that here is consider equal to the selected randseqADT. Thus 
randMAX is considered in Eq. (8). 

The last parameter of an ADT message must be a Process Identifier 
(PId) determined by the source node. It corresponds to a portion of the 
random address that the source chooses as a source address in the 
SCAN_REQ after event activation. It is introduced by the source into the 
parameters of the first ADT message, and the relays should use the same 
identifier as the received message. A node that receives an ADT message 
with a previously received identifier should discard the message because 
it has already been relayed. 

In summary, we propose to use three bytes for each one of the first 
group of parameters (TADT1 and TADT2). The time resolution selected for 
these values is the step of CLK1 defined in Vol.2 - Section 1.1 of [16]. 
Thus, assuming steps of 625 µs, we can keep the network on active scan, 
up to 10,485.76 s. For the second parameter, TTLADT, just one byte is 
needed. And, for the PId we use the remaining three bytes to reach the 
maximum of an unsegmented control PDU (see Fig. 2).   

B). Identification of processes and management of parallel data 
transmissions   

The transition between idle to scan mode may be triggered by data 
generation events at different nodes (with the same or different desti-
nation nodes) which could occasionally overlap in time. Keep in mind 
that these situations will be extremely rare because the proposal makes 
sense for application scenarios where nodes (for example, sensors) 
transmit data very sporadically and the probability of parallel trans-
missions is negligible. However, if they occur, the following guidelines 
are considered to deal with them. 

In order to distinguish the different processes, instead of using the 
scanner address in the SCAN_REQ PDUs (six bytes, see details in Fig. 4), 
the source selects a random address. This option is fully compliant with 
the specifications. The selected address is learned by each intermediate 
node and is used throughout the entire process that allows the nodes to 
go into scan mode. That is, the address/identifier is copied as the source 
address into the SCAN_REQ packets that each relay node transmits. It 
must be included in the data field of the SCAN_RSP that responds to the 
SCAN_REQ. In addition, the three least significant bytes are used as PId 
in the advseqADT. This approach is used to solve some issues: 

First, if a node receives a SCAN_REQ with the address or an advseqADT 

with the PId, it previously sent, it does not process these packets, 
avoiding triggering redundant transmissions associated with them. 

The second issue concerns the management of parallel transmissions. 
When a node is already in scan mode (passive or active), it will postpone 
any new data generation event. 

If the node has not exceeded the Tlisten, continues in the process of 
activating the scan mode on the rest of the nodes, using in the SCAN_-
REQ PDU and the subsequent advseqADT sequence the random address 
that it has received from its neighbor node and forwarding the received 
TADT. The postponed event is triggered after finishing the data retrans-
mission of the previous one. This option is inefficient from the delay 
viewpoint, but it is simple and limits collisions between parallel data 
transmission events. Nevertheless, it does not manage or solve all situ-
ations where parallel transmissions may occur. 

Let’s see two separate nodes in the network (they are in a low power 
state) that generate a data transmission event. In parallel, they switch to 
the scan mode to be interrogated by their neighbor nodes about the 
existence of data. The process needs to be repeated and propagated 

along with the neighbor nodes until all of them change to active scan 
mode. However, in this case, some anomalies appear. The process may 
be interrupted in the intermediate nodes located between both source 
nodes. The problem occurs when two neighbor intermediate nodes go 
into the listen period, each of them linked to one of the independent data 
events. Since none of them can poll the other one, these nodes are not 
aware of the presence of their neighboring nodes and do not proceed to 
send the associated advseqADT sequence. The problem is illustrated in 
Fig. 8, where nodes i and j are source nodes with destinations node p and 
w, respectively. 

In this case, nodes n and m enter almost simultaneously in Tlisten 
period. To deal with this anomaly, if a node has not received any 
ADV_SCAN_IND after a Tlisten period, a new Tlisten period is planned. In 
this new Tlisten period, the node simultaneously scans and activates the 
polling process. That is, with this modification nodes (n and m) could 
proactively know the existence of neighbor nodes. A particular case 
occurs in Fig. 8. After finishing the Tlisten period, node m has been polled 
by node n and it retransmits its respective advseqADT, linked to source j, 
named advseqADT,j with PId,j. On the contrary, node n has not yet received 
an ADV_SCAN_IND after the new Tlisten period because no extra Tlisten 
period will be activated in node m. However, node n knows the existence 
of a neighbor thanks to advseqADT,j reception. Thus, after finishing the 
Tlisten period, node n sends its respective advseqADT, linked to source i, 
named advseqADT,i with PId,i. 

Recall that nodes need caching the parameters linked to PId,i, and 
PId,j. After receiving the second advseqADT, they will apply the new TADT 
threshold in the algorithm described in Fig. 7. They will be computed 
using the TADT1 and TADT2 values received from the first advseqADT (e.g. 
advseqADT,i in node n, in Fig. 8) and those received in the second advseqADT 

(e.g. advseqADT,j in node n, in Fig. 8). Specifically, TADT1 and TADT2 are 
updated conservatively according to rules specified in Eqs. (9) and (10), 
corresponding the superscripts (0) and (1) with the stored and second 
ADT message reception. 

TADT1 = max
(
T (0)
ADT1,T

(1)
ADT1

)
(9)  

TADT2 = T (0)
ADT2 + T

(1)
ADT2 (10) 

Note that TADT1 and TADT2 will be overlapped in time. Thus, real TADT 

Fig. 8. Example of management of parallel data transmissions.  
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will be less than the sum of the two periods.   

C) Redundancy and collision management   

To mitigate the effects of channel errors and collisions, the scheme 
uses repetition. Redundancy by repetition is ensured by setting a Tlisten 
period long enough to ensure the repetition of several poll events from 
each node (ADV_SCAN_IND), and by the repetition of the advseqADT 

event, in addition to the inherent redundancy of the repetition in the 
three advertising frequency channels defined in BLE. Furthermore, a 
random time is budgeted before the transmission of the first advseqADT 

event to reduce the probability of collision between different relays. 
Moreover, the application of a mechanism for resolution of collisions 

between nodes is required. This is associated with the scannable undi-
rected advertising events illustrated in Fig. 4. The collision problem ap-
pears when two or more intermediate nodes, which are located at a 
similar distance from the source node, are involved in the Tlisten period 
simultaneously, scanning in the same frequency channel (i.e. CH 37, 38, 
or 39) and sharing one or more neighbor nodes in poll mode. This could 
be the case of nodes 4 and 5 that are polled by node 6 in Fig. 5. 

Nodes 4 and 5 respond simultaneously by sending the SCAN_REQ, 
which collide with each other, except if the capture effect allows sup-
pression of the weaker signal at the receiver node. In the scannable un-
directed advertising event, this type of collisions is identified exclusively 
by the unsuccessful reception of the expected SCAN_RSP PDU after a 
time TIFS. In the absence of capture effect, collisions are persistent. Thus, 
a backoff algorithm needs to be applied to avoid or minimize the colli-
sions between SCAN_REQ. A simple implementation was defined in BLE 
v4.2 [39]. Since BLE v5.0, the implementation is out of standardization, 
although the mechanism defined in BLE v4.2 remains suggested as an 
example and most real BLE chipsets implement it. The backoff procedure 
defined in v4.2 is simple. It uses two parameters: backoffCount and 
upperLimit. Upon entering the scan state, the upperLimit and backoffCount 
are set to one by the nodes. On every received ADV_SCAN_IND PDU that 
is allowed by the scanner filter policy, the backoffCount is reduced by 
one (until zero) and the SCAN_REQ PDU is only sent by the scanner 
when backoffCount becomes 0. If after sending a SCAN_REQ PDU a valid 
SCAN_RSP PDU is not received at the Link Layer of the scanner, it is 
considered a failure; otherwise, it is considered a success. The upperLimit 
value is doubled every two consecutive failures (until it reaches the 
value of 256), and halved (until it reaches the value of 1) after every two 
consecutive successes. Moreover, after every success or failure, the link 
layer selects a pseudo-random integer value for backoffCount, between 
one and upperLimit inclusive. As seen, the algorithm is simple, but the 
efficiency is severely affected by several drawbacks. 1) High probability 
of unnecessary backoff activation due to the lack of efficient discrimi-
nation between real collisions between SCAN_REQ and erroneous re-
ceptions of SCAN_REQ or SCAN_RSP due to fading or collisions with 
other PDU types. 2) Unfairness performance. A detailed analysis of 
backoff for BLE Neighbor Discovery Process (NDP), including a critical 
analysis of the impact of non-idealities of devices and the factors 
involved in the process, referred above, can be seen in [40]. That work 
also includes a proposal to improve the discovery latencies in 
high-density scenarios, where a large number of devices need to be 
discovered in very short periods of time by a scanner. 

The use context of PSM-DMO is a planned deployment where a 
limited number of relay neighbor nodes is expected. If the number of 
relay neighbor nodes or other external interfering nodes is high, colli-
sions increases and a re-adjustment of parameters is needed, being 
possible that the proposal loses its advantages and the system will enter 
in the standard operation. In this expected use context, in order not to 
unnecessarily increase the delay and, thus, the probability of detection 
within Tlisten period, the maximum upperLimit should be greatly reduced, 
while a new upperLimit adjustment rule may be applied. In addition, 
some improvements, also included in [40], can be applied in the man-
agement of the procedure. Scanners in backoff state may be able to 

opportunistically monitor SCAN_RSP packets sent in response to the 
SCAN_REQ of another scanner (no matter the scanner could have sent 
the SCAN_REQ but backoff prevented it, or the scanner has not detected 
the ADV_SCAN_IND). For example, in Fig. 5, node 4 is in backoff state 
when node 6 sends the second ADV_SCAN_IND, which is also received by 
node 5. If node 4 receives de ADV_SCAN_IND, it does not transmit 
SCAN_REQ but waits for the SCAN_RSP. When another node (node 5) 
sends a SCAN_REQ, if node 4 receives a SCAN_RSP containing the 
identifier/address of the process it should send, it can assume that it sent 
the SCAN_REQ and continue with the advseqADT broadcast procedure. 

In any case, note that in real scenarios, the capture effect allows 
detecting, in most cases, one of the SCAN_REQs that overlap. Therefore, 
collisions are very limited. According to [41], with a signal difference of 
6–8 dB, the capture effect allows decoding the signal correctly. On the 
other hand, it is feasible for the nodes to scan at different frequencies, 
which implies that SCAN_REQ transmissions occur at different fre-
quencies, without a collision. 

Finally, note that the probability of exceeding the TIMEOUTRXseqADT, 
defined previously is significantly reduced after introducing this 
improvement.   

D) Other anomalies management   

The proposed mechanism needs to guarantee or maximize the 
probability that nodes that move to the scan mode are those that guar-
antee to reach the destination. Ideally, in absence of errors and colli-
sions, in a Tpoll period, a node correctly receives the ADV_SCAN_IND and, 
subsequently, the corresponding SCAN_RSP of all its neighbors, which 
then pass to scan mode. Nevertheless, in real conditions (where trans-
missions of ADV_SCAN_IND, SCAN_REQ, and SCAN_RSP are affected by 
collisions and errors), it is possible that only a portion of neighbors could 
correctly interact with the node and go into scan mode. In this case, it is 
not guaranteed that these neighbor nodes are the ones that allow 
reaching the destination of the data to be transmitted/retransmitted 
through the network. 

In order to ensure that the destination could be reached, each node 
should know the number of neighbors and verify that all of them have 
passed to scan mode. However, in a scenario with dynamic topology, it 
should not be assumed that the list of neighbors is available. On the 
other hand, since detection is only limited by collisions, we opt for a 
mechanism that probabilistically guarantees that these nodes go into 
scan mode. In short, Tlisten may include several Tpoll intervals (NPO greater 
than unity). As an improvement, NPO can be chosen by applying an 
adaptive scheme. NPO can start with a high value and, as time passes, if 
nodes are efficiently detected in a short time, NPO can be decreased. The 
minimum value of NPO must be high enough so that there are no prob-
lems if something changes in the topology. 

4. Energy consumption 

Once the basis of the proposal has been presented, in this section we 
analyze the different consumption of the devices with or without 
applying the PSM-DMO proposal. 

First, when working in standard mode, i.e., without applying the 
PSM-DMO proposal, a device in standby (without transmissions) but 
scanning continuously has a daily energy consumption (Estb,woTX) in 
Joules of: 

Estd,woTX = V⋅Iscan⋅TDAY (11)  

where V is the working voltage, TDAY is the duration of a day, and Iscan is 
the current consumption of the device under analysis while scanning. 

Then, to estimate the energy consumption of PSM-DMO proposal 
with (EwTX) and without transmissions (EwoTX) and the standard mode 
with transmissions (Estb,wTX), we first estimate the energy consumption 
associated with scannable undirected advertising events (named 
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eTAEPoll
EVENT), and non-connectable undirected advertising events used in 

advseqADT sequence (named eTAEseqADT
EVENT ) and data transmission (named 

eTAEdata,TX
EVENT ). 

In all these events, periods linked to the transmission of the ADV_IND 
or ADV_SCAN_IND, SCAN_REQ, SCAN-RSP packets are combined with 
scan periods and other processes (e.g. pre-processing, crystal ramp-up, 
etc.) with different current intensity levels. The objective is to calcu-
late the global energy consumption associated with the whole event as 
the sum of energy consumption of all of them. Voltage, current intensity 
(including Iscan and Iidle), and durations can be found in the datasheets of 
the chipset manufacturers. For example, in [36] or [42]. Fig. 9 shows the 
current intensity (mA) of non-connectable undirected advertising 
events, extracted from [36] and validated experimentally using the 
nRF52840 DK. 

In the case of eTAEPoll
EVENT, it is clear that the consumption is not the 

same for the node in scan mode and the node that polls. Since the 
consumption linked to a full event (up to the reception of SCAN_RSP) is 
always higher for the node in polling mode (up to transmission of 
SCAN_RSP), consumption associated with this node could be used as a 
threshold approach for both. In any case, it is necessary to distinguish 
between several situations. We consider the two with higher probability. 
1) The event implies a response (a SCAN_REQ is received and a 
SCAN_RSP is sent). We name it eTAEPoll(wR)

EVENT . 2) No response is received, 
named eTAEPoll(woR)

EVENT . Fig. 10 shows an example of current consumption in 
the case of no-response (a) and in the case of receiving a response on 
channel 37 (b). Indeed, it is feasible to obtain a response in only one of 
the channels (37, 38, or 39), in two of them, or all three. Probability 
depends on the fact that a hop away from the polling node, there are 
more than two or three nodes, respectively, in the Tlisten period. It also 
depends on the probability that they are scanning at different fre-
quencies. However, in this paper, from the point of view of consumption, 

the case where there is only a response in one of the channels will be 
taken into account. Finally, duration (named TAEPoll(wR)

EVENT ) and energy 
consumption (eTAEPoll(wR)

EVENT ) are the same if the response is received on 
channels 37 and 38 or if it is received on the last one (CH = 39). 

Once eTAEPoll(wR)
EVENT , eTAEPoll(woR)

EVENT , eTAEseqADT
EVENT , and eTAEdata,TX

EVENT are ob-
tained, the objective is to compare EwTX and Estb,wTX. 

If NTX transmission events per day are considered, each one of them 
sending Ndata packets and, assuming Ndata

TC = Rdata
RC the consumed energy 

following the standard BLE mesh specifications (Estb,wTX), is computed 
with Eq. (12): 

Estd,wTX = NTX ⋅Ndata⋅
(
PdataRC +1

)
⋅
(
NdataTC + 1

)
⋅eTAEdataEVENT+

+V⋅Iscan⋅
(
TDAY − NTX ⋅Ndata⋅

(
PdataRC +1

)
⋅
(
NdataTC + 1

)
⋅TAEdataEVENT

) (12) 

Realize that the flow of messages linked to the standard mesh only 
includes TDATA flow illustrated in Fig. 5. To compute Estb,wTX, EwTX, and 
EwoTX, note that the duration of the events (TAEPoll(woR)

EVENT ,TAEPoll(wR)
EVENT , 

TAEseqADT
EVENT and TAEdata

EVENT) include the preprocessing times, crystal incre-
ment, standby1, radio start, and transmission post-processing (see 
Figs. 9 and 10). Nevertheless, these values are not included in the delay 
analysis in Eqs. (7) and (8) as they overlap with the minimum times 
between consecutive events and random times that the relays apply 
before retransmissions. For delay analysis purposes, TAEPoll(woR)

TxEVENT , 
TAEPoll(wR)

EVENT , TAEseqADT
TxEVENT and TAEdata

TxEVENT are used. 
The energy consumption of PSM-DMO proposal in a day without data 

transmissions (EwoTX) is computed using Eq. (13): 

EwoTX = ⌈TDAY/TPoll⌉⋅eTAEPoll(woR)EVENT +

+V⋅Idle⋅
[
TDAY − ⌈TDAY/TPoll⌉⋅TAEPoll(woR)EVENT

] (13)  

where ⌈TDAY /TPoll⌉⋅eTAEPoll(woR)
EVENT is the extra energy consumption linked 

to the poll process, while the difference between Estb,woTX computed in 
(11) and EwoTX, computed in (13) is the net energy savings linked to the 
proposal. 

For the PSM-DMO proposal, if NTX transmission events per day are 
considered, the consumed energy (EwTX) can be divided into the three 
components showed in Eq. (14): energy consumption in idle state (Eidle), 
consumption linked to periodic polling events when the node is in PSM 
(Epoll) and consumption when the node is involved in a transmission 
(EactivePeriod). The calculation is made for the source node since it rep-
resents an upper bound. 

EwTX = Epoll + Eidle + EactivePeriod (14) 

Epoll is obtained using Eq. (15): 

Epoll = ⌈[TDAY − NTX ⋅TsourceADT ] /TPoll⌉⋅eTAEPoll(woR)EVENT (15)  

with: 

Fig. 9. Example of the current consumption of non-connectable undirected 
advertising events [36]. 

Fig. 10. Example of the current consumption of scannable undirected advertising events [36].  
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TsourceADT =
(
NPO⋅

(
Tpoll+ 10

)
+ TseqADT +TADT

)
(16)  

being TADT computed using Eqs. (2), (5), and (6). 
EactivePeriod is obtained using Eq. (17): 

EactivePeriod = ETXactivePeriod + E
scan
activePeriod (17)  

where ETX
activePeriod, obtained with Eq. (18), computes the consumption 

linked to transmissions: 

ETXactivePeriod = NTX ⋅

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

nneighPoll⋅eTAEPoll(wR)EVENT +

+
(
NseqADTTC + 1

)
⋅eTAEseqADTEVENT +

+Ndata⋅
(
PdataRC + 1

)
⋅
(
NdataTC + 1

)
⋅eTAEdataEVENT

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎭

(18)  

andEscan
activePeriod, obtained with Eqs. (19) and (20), computes the con-

sumption linked to the scan periods. 

EscanactivePeriod = V⋅Iscan⋅
(
TsourceADT − TTXactivePeriod

)
(19)  

TTXactivePeriod = NTX ⋅

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

nneighPoll⋅TAEPoll(wR)EVENT +

+
(
NseqADTTC + 1

)
⋅TAEseqADTEVENT +

+Ndata⋅
(
PdataRC + 1

)
⋅
(
NdataTC + 1

)
⋅TAEdataEVENT

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎭

(20) 

Note that in the calculation of both ETX
activePeriod and Escan

activePeriod, it was 
assumed that nneighPoll poll events are required in average in a node as the 
sum of two situations: the periods where a node polls an active scanner 
and then, the Tlisten period where this node switches to the active mode. 

Finally, Eidle is obtained using Eq. (21): 

Eidle = V⋅Idle⋅

{
TDAY − NTX ⋅TsourceADT −

− ⌈[TDAY − NTX ⋅TsourceADT ]/TPoll⌉⋅TAEPoll(woR)EVENT

}

(21)  

5. Parameter selection and results 

The most important design parameters of the PSM-DMO proposal 
refer to the configuration of the polling process (specifically Tpoll and 
NPO) and the transmission of the sequence of ADT messages 
(netIntseqADTand NseqADT

TC ). The choice of these parameters is conditioned 
by the probability of non-detection of ADV_SCAN_IND, SCAN_REQ, 
SCAN_RSP, and ADV_IND, respectively. Also, the longer the Tpoll time, 
the lower the power consumption, but this is at the cost of including an 
extra delay, not present in the standard mesh mode. 

As a previous step to choosing these parameters, the duration of each 
type of PDU must be specified. 

Fig. 4 shows the packet formats associated with scannable undirected 
advertising events, used in the period polling process. ADV_SCAN_IND and 
SCAN_RSP may include unsegmented control mesh packets with an 
Opcode of 3 bytes and Pid additional data in the SCAN_RSP. This implies 
a radio transmission time of TADVpoll =312 µs, TscanRSPpoll = 336 µs and 
TscanREQpoll = 176 µs. 

In the advseqNAV sequence, the ADV_IND packets must transport an 
unsegmented control PDU with maximum size (TADT1 (3 bytes) and 
TADT2 (3 bytes), TTLADT (1 byte), and PId (3bytes)). Thus, 
TADVseqADT=376 µs. 

For data transmission itself, ADV PDUs of maximum duration 
(TADVdata =376 µs) are considered. 

5.1. Parameter selection of ADT sequence 

Given a configuration of the time between advseqADT events, the 
choice of the number of events is fixed to ensure a threshold for the 
collision probability of the ADV_IND packets associated with the non- 
connectable and non-scannable events. 

Some considerations are made to simplify the collision probability 

calculation. First, nodes involved in the reception of advseqADT events 
have, with high probability, interfering neighbor nodes sending the 
advseqADT or only the ADV_SCAN_IND linked to the polling process. See, 
for instance, node 6 in Fig. 5 that potentially receives the advseqADT from 
nodes 4 and 5 and an ADV_SCAN_IND from node 8. The advertising 
interval between consecutive poll events is expected to be higher than 
between advseqADT. Besides, TADVseqADT is slightly longer than TADVpoll. 
Thus, the impact of polling on the collision probability is lower than 
those of ADT transmission. That is, collision probability may be calcu-
lated assuming that all the neighbors transmit advseqADT events, being 
this probability an upper bound of a real scenario. The collision prob-
ability between ADV_IND is a stochastic process with memory. However, 
assuming continuous advertising, in a long term and averaged analysis 
we can simplify the calculation. 

The time between the start of two consecutive advertising events 
(affected by the imposed timing restrictions within the event) is 
controlled by the advInterval parameter (TadvInterval≥20 ms in BLE mesh) 
plus a random variable (τadvDelay) between 0 and TadvDelayMax=10 ms 
(rand10) and, the transmission time of the ADV PDU (TadvIND) is fixed (in 
this case TADVseqADT). The probability that transmission from a reference 
node (started in a time instant t) collides with another one in each fre-
quency of the event, corresponds with the probability that one neighbor 
node starts its own transmission in the interval [t − TadvIND, t + TadvIND]. 
As the mean time between consecutive advertisement transmissions is 
TadvInterval + τadvDelay, the probability of collision is2⋅TadvIND/(TadvInterval +

τadvDelay). Finally, if transmissions of theNBLE nodes are independent, the 
non-detection probability due collision (Pcol

NDAdvIND) in a scenario with 
NBLE interfering nodes is obtained with Eq. (22): 

PcolNDAdvIND = 1 −

(

1 −
2⋅TadvIND

TadvInterval + τadvDelay

)NBLE − 1

(22) 

Nevertheless, in the PSM-DMO scenario, it could be possible for the 
nodes to synchronously end the Tlisten period. In this case, the time dif-
ference among the respective advertisement events is the sum of two 
random variables (τadvDelay and randseqADT defined in Section 3) and 
confined to the time interval [0, max(randseqADT)+10 ms]. Note that 
mesh specification sets that, upon receiving a network PDU at the 
Advertising Bearer Network Interface, it shall transmit it using the value 
of the Network Transmit state. This includes NTIS and the rand10 
requirement between each transmission, while rand10 also affects the 
first transmission [15]. Assuming that, the non-detection probability is 
obtained with Eq. (23): 

PcolNDAdvIND = 1 −

(

1 −
2⋅TadvIND

max
(
randseqADT

)
+ 10

)NBLE − 1

(23) 

Finally, considering the channel effects through BLER, the proba-
bility of non-detection is obtained with Eq. (24): 

Pcol+BLERNDAdvIND = PcolNDAdvIND +
(
1 − PcolNDAdvIND

)
⋅BLER (24) 

In the PSM-DMO deployment scenarios, the number of neighboring 
nodes is expected to be low. For example, we could assume a mean 
number not higher than 4, and still being a rather pessimistic situation. 
On the other hand, a main requirement is to reduce the total delay, 
although, it exists a compromise between reducing the time and the 
number of required advseqADT events. Reducing the time increases the 
collision probability and, consequently, more transmissions are needed. 

Under these conditions, considering a worst-case with 4 neighbor 
nodes transmitting simultaneously, TadvIND =TADVseqADT=376 µs 
(TAEseqADT

TxEVENT=1.694 ms), the minimum advInterval (20 ms) and rand10, 
the collision probability (or non-detection probability) is 8.8% consid-
ering Eq. (22) (note that, Eq. (23) provides also a low collision proba-
bility, even considering a minimum value of the max(randseqADT)=20 
ms). 

On the other hand, it could be expected a non-negligible BLER. ADV 
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packets do not include channel coding. Therefore, for receiver sensi-
tivity values, bit error rates =10− 3 are expected, which translate to BLER 
around 30%. However, this assumption is unreal in most cases. When 
choosing this type of solution, deployments should be more or less 
controlled. Coverages could be planned to receive signal levels high 
enough to achieve must better BLER values (for example, below 10%), 
even for the largest packages (376 µs). With BLE= 10%, non-detection 
probability is around 17.9%. Under these conditions, considering 3 
consecutive events, non-detection probability due to collisions and BLER 
is reduced to 0.57% (to 0.0033% with 6). As defined in Section 2; mesh 
mode allows the nodes to receive multiple copies of the original packet 
and repetitions, controlled by the parameters PRC, NTC, and RRC. In this 
case, TTL=0 (TTLseq=0) is applied and we can consider a reasonable 
configuration advInterval=netIntseqADT=20 ms, PseqADT

RC = 0 and 
NseqADT

TC =2 to budget 3 advseqADT events for BLER=10%. In any case, the 
non-detection probability remains clearly overestimated. It does not 
take into account the capture effect. BLER is often much better. On the 
other hand, in case of no detection of any ADT packets after a TIME-
OUTRXseqADT, the receiver node reactivates the polling process. Upon 
receipt of a poll packet by a previously detected node, nodes could resent 
the advseqADT sequence again. However, this situation is highly unlikely. 

5.2. Parameter selection of data transmissions 

Concerning data transmission, the same considerations can be made 
for the advseqADT sequence. Assuming TADVdata =376 µs 
(TAEdata

TxEVENT=1.694 ms), we can consider a reasonable configuration 
advInterval=20 ms and 3 repetitions for BLER=10% in each hop. The 
managed flooding protocol applied in the mesh mode provides an im-
plicit redundancy, controlled by the parameters PRC, NTC, and RRC. 
Furthermore, data energy consumption computes equally in both the 
standard mode and in the saving proposal. Thus, an arbitrary configu-
ration can be applied. In any case, it must be a reasonable configuration 
from the point of view of non-detection probability. We propose a more 
redundant configuration with pubIntdata = 100 ms, Pdata

RC = 1, netIntdata =

20 ms, Ndata
TC = 2, relIntdata = 20 ms and Rdata

RC = 2. Alternatively,Pdata
RC = 0, 

netIntdata = 20 ms, Ndata
TC = 5, relIntdata = 20 ms and Rdata

RC = 5. This 
configuration implies the retransmission of each original packet a total 
of 6 times. 

5.3. Parameter selection of interrogation process 

The choice of configuration parameters linked to the poll process 
(Tpoll and NPO) depends on the non-detection probability of the 
ADV_SCAN_IND, SCAN_REQ, and SCAN_RSP. It is required to choose 
Tpoll and NPO, to obtain a tradeoff between delay and energy consump-
tion always ensuring reliability. 

First, the most relevant issue is determining the minimum Tpoll in 
order to limit the non-detection probability of SCAN_RSP PDU 
(PNDScanRSP) in a given frequency. 

Some considerations are made in order to simplify the collision 
probability calculation. We consider only one node in Tlisten period and a 
number NBLE of interfering nodes, all of them involved in the interro-
gation process (see, for instance, nodes 2, 3, 4, and 5 in Fig. 5 and source 
node), Assuming this, in absence of channel errors, non-detection 
probability of the ADV_SCAN_IND (PNDScanRSP) depends on the proba-
bility of collision with other ADV_SCAN_IND (Pcol

NDAdvIND). This collision 
probability can be obtained using Eq. (22). But, PNDAdvIND also depends 
on the probability that the receiver (node in Tlisten period) is already 
involved in a signaling processing period and decoding gaps ( 
Psigproc+gap

NDAdvIND ), according to Eq. (25). 

PNDAdvIND = PcolNDAdvIND +
(
1 − PcolNDAdvIND

)
⋅Psigproc+gapNDAdvIND (25) 

The signal processing period is defined as the time interval needed to 

complete the event. It always includes the TIFS + TScanREQ + TIFS interval 
and a variable time which depends on the successful/unsuccessful 
transmission of the SCAN_REQ PDU and thus, the subsequent trans-
mission of a SCAN_RSP. In [37] a specific model is presented to char-
acterize this probability in devices that reproduce the specification and 
in real chipsets. This model is used as a reference for the estimates made 
here. 

Using the model described in [37], the non-detection probability due 
to the collisions of the SCAN_REQ (Pcol

NDScanREQ) and SCAN_RSP 
(Pcol

NDScanRSP) packet are obtained with Eqs. (26) and (27): 

PcolNDScanREQ = 1 −

(

1 −
min(TIFS,TadvIND) + TscanREQ

TadvEvent

)NBLE − 1

(26)  

PcolNDScanRSP = 1 −

(

1 −
min(TIFS,TadvIND) + TscanRSP

TadvEvent

)NBLE − 1

(27) 

From there, the non-detection probability of SCAN_REQ (PNDScanREQ) 
and SCAN_RSP (PNDScanRSP) is obtained according to the expressions (28) 
and (29), respectively [37]: 

PNDScanREQ = 1 − (1 − PNDAdvIND)⋅
(

1 − PcolNDScanREQ
)

(28)  

PNDScanRSP = 1 − (1 − PNDAdvIND)⋅
(

1 − PcolNDScanREQ
)

⋅
(
1 − PcolNDScanRSP

)
(29) 

To include BLER, it is only needed to replace in Eqs. (28) and (29) 
PNDAdvIND, Pcol

NDScanRSP and Pcol
NDScanRSP by the following expressions (30), 

(31), and (32). 

P+BLER
NDAdvIND = PNDAdvIND + (1 − PNDAdvIND)⋅BLER (30)  

Pcol+BLERNDScanREQ = PcolNDScanREQ +
(

1 − PcolNDScanREQ
)

⋅BLER (31)  

Pcol+BLERNDScanRSP = PcolNDScanRSP +
(
1 − PcolNDScanRSP

)
⋅BLER (32) 

If two or more nodes are involved in the Tlisten period and they are 
scanning at the same frequency, a collision occurs in SCAN_REQ with 
100% probability if the capture effect is obviated. The probability of this 
event is considered separately and is solved using a backoff algorithm 
according to the guidelines mentioned in Section 3. 

To compensate collisions among SCAN_REQ and backoff activation 
in two or more nodes (e.g. nodes 4 and 5 polled by node 6 in Fig. 5), we 
consider that at least three poll events are required in the Tlisten period. 
Therefore, assuming the previous analysis as a valid approximation, 
Table 2 shows the non-detection probabilities of SCAN_RSP for different 
Tpoll values, in ideal conditions and for BLER = 10%, in the case of a 
number of neighbors (relays) equal to 4. In a planned deployment, 
which is the ideal scenario of application of the PSM-DMO and BMADS, 
it is reasonable that there are a limited number of relay neighbors. If 
there are additional interfering networks, collisions increase and a re- 
adjustment of parameters will be required. However, in many cases, 
PSM-DMO will still be better than the standard as long as the overall 
number of transmissions and/or the number of hops in the planned 
networks are moderate. PSM-DMO is defined as an optional operation 
mode, adaptively selectable. If, because of an increased traffic or 
interference, depending on the number of hops, PSM-DMO loses its 
benefits, the system must enter in the standard operation. 

Table 2 also includes the mean required NPO and rounded bound of 
NPO in order to achieve a non-detection probability lower than 1% in the 
Tlisten period. As it can be seen, by increasing Tpoll, the probability of non- 
detection decreases, but, in all cases, BLER is the parameter with the 
most severe impact. Under ideal conditions, assuming 3 polling events in 
the Tlisten period (NPO = 3) would be enough even the smallest Tpoll value. 
However, if BLER=10%, a double number of events are required. 

Recall that once a node receives a SCAN_REQ it sends the SCAN_RSP, 
disables the polling process, and proceeds to passive continuous scan. 
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Thus, the number of competing nodes decreases along the Tlisten and they 
are affected by lower collision probability. That is, if there are several 
nodes (for example, the 4 used for the estimation), the values of the 
collision probability included in Table 2 are really upper bounds. 

On the other hand, if several nodes interrogate the same node in 
Tlisten period, as long as a SCAN_REQ was successfully sent, the reception 
of at least one SCAN_RSP from one of these nodes activates the sending 
of the advseqADT. So, the real effects of collisions and BLER are less sig-
nificant than the estimated in Table 2. On the contrary, when there is a 
single node, the expected BLER is a key parameter. 

Concerning the nneighPoll parameter used in Eqs. (18) and (20) to 
compute consumption energy, nneighPoll is the average number of poll 
events in which a node is involved. It is selected in such a way that it 
represents a conservative bound. nneighPoll is the sum of two terms: 1) the 
mean number of poll events that the node transmits during the period it 
is being scanned by a neighbor in the Tlisten period and, 2) the average 
number of poll events in which it is involved (responding with poll scan 
request messages to their neighbors) when it passes to the Tlisten period. 
It is calculated based on the PNDScanRSP.,using the Eq. (33) where nneigh is 
the number of estimated neighbors. Realize that to obtain an upper 
bound of the consumption, as a simplified approach, poll events are 
considered completed (up to the reception of SCAN RSP transmission) 
and the energy linked to the polling node. Table 2, includes the corre-
sponding values for the derived NPO when nneigh=4. 

nneighPoll =
(
nneigh + 1

)
⋅(1 − PNDScanRSP)

∑NPO

n=1
n(PNDScanRSP)n− 1 (33) 

With these assumptions, the performance of PSM-DMO will be 
evaluated in terms of energy consumption and delay for different Tpoll 
values and NPO between 3 and 6, always assuming nneig=4 and a worst- 
case of nneighPoll=9. 

5.4. Discussion and results 

To evaluate the achievable gains of the PSM-DMO proposal, the 
energy consumption of the network has been computed and been 
expressed relative to the standard mode operation of the Bluetooth Mesh 
network. That is, it is computed as a percentage of the continuous scan 
option. Energy consumption is computed from the source node point of 
view related to the passive and active scan intervals. Nevertheless, 
nneighPoll is computed as indicated in (Eq. (33), same as if it were a relay. 

The energy consumption is lower for relay and sink nodes, being the 
differences very significant when the size of the network grows. 
Although, in reality, any node can be a source, relay or sink, the energy 
consumption is always calculated for the worst node (the one that acts as 
a source) to evaluate the benefits of PSM-DMO. In addition, it is clear 
that PSM-DMO introduces an additional delay in the start of data 
transmission in mesh mode. The delay is computed in the source as the 
time elapsed from the data generation event to the beginning of data 
transmission. This delay is an upper bound of the time it takes for all 

nodes to be activated. A main requirement of the configuration is to 
reduce the total delay, although it is expected that a compromise exists 
between reducing the time and the energy consumption. 

In any case, recall that the proposal is defined as an optional oper-
ation mode, eligible adaptively when nodes operate in scenarios with 
applications that are delay tolerant and/or make infrequent 

Table 2 
PNDScanRSP variation with Tpoll and BLER for four competing nodes and one node in Tlisten period. Mean NPO, upper bound of NPO required to achieve a non-detection 
probability lower than 1% and estimated nneighPoll.   

BLER¼0% BLER¼10% 

Tpoll PNDScanRSP MeanNPO NPO nneighPoll PNDScanRSP MeanNPO NPO nneighPoll 

20 ms 0.2245 3.09 4 7 0.4347 5.53 6 9 
30 ms 0.1676 2.58 3 6 0.3932 4.94 5 8 
40 ms 0.1337 2.29 3 6 0.3685 4.61 5 8 
50 ms 0.1112 2.1 3 6 0.3521 4.41 5 8 
100 ms 0.0604 1.64 2 6 0.315 3.98 4 8 
200 ms 0.0316 1.34 2 6 0.294 3.76 4 7 
300 ms 0.0213 1.20 2 6 0.2866 3.68 4 7 
400 ms 0.0161 1.12 2 6 0.2828 3.65 4 7 
500 ms 0.0130 1.06 2 6 0.2805 3.62 4 7 
1 s 0.0065 0.92 1 5 0.2758 3.57 4 7  

Table 3 
Parameters used in the evaluation.  

Common parameters 

Current consumption at 8 dBm 16.4 mA 
Current consumption receiving (scan) 4.60 mA 
Current consumption in idle mode 0.01 mA 
Working voltage 3 V 
Processing times Trelay

PROCand Tsink
PROC 

20 µs 
rand10 10 ms 
Scanned channels 37, 38 and 39 

Data parameters  

PSM-DMO BMADS 

Publish retransmit count, Pdata
RC 0 0 

Publish retransmit interval, pubIntdata N/A N/A 
Network transmit count, Ndata

TC 5 k-1=[2–5] 
Network transmit interval, netIntdata 20 ms 20 ms 
Relay retransmit count, Rdata

RC 5 k-1=[2–5] 
Relay retransmit interval, relIntdata 20 ms 20 ms 
Time of advertising event, TAEdata

TxEVENT 1.694 ms 1.694 ms 
randMAX=max (rand) at the relay nodes 20 ms 20 ms 

PSM-DMO parameters 

Poll process ADT sequence 

TadvIntervall=

Tpoll 

[20–1000]s TTLseq 0 

Max 
(rand10) 

10 ms PseqADT
RC 

0 

NPO 1, 3–6 NseqADT
TC 

2–5 
TADVpoll 312 µs netIntseqADT 20 ms 
TscanREQpoll 176 µs TAEseqADT

TxEVENT 
1.694 ms 

TscanRSPpoll 336 µs randMAX=

=max(randseqADT) 
20 ms 

BMADS parameters 

Pseq
RC [0–7] in steps of 1 Rseq

RC N/A 
pubIntseq [50, 1600] ms in 

steps of 50 
relIntseq N/A 

Nseq
TC [0–7] in steps of 1 Redundancy level, 

k 
1, 3–6 

pubIntseq [20, 320] ms in steps 
of 10 

TAEseq
TxEVENT 1.694 ms 

scanWinseq Chosen together with 
Pseq

RC pubIntseq Nseq
TC and 

pubIntseq according 
with k. 

TTLseq 0 
scanIntseq    
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transmissions. In other cases, standard mode operation remains active. If 
the system operates in conditions where traffic is heavy and the number 
of hops required is also high, it should operate in normal operating 
mode. 

Evaluation has been performed for different Tpoll and NPO values, in 
several scenarios that differ in their traffic volume, measured in the 
number of transmission events (TX) per time unit (a number that we 
translate in the number of transmissions event per day, NTX) and in the 
network size. The number of relays is not limited in the deployment but, 
according to the specification, the number of hops is limited by the TTL. 
Thus, we define the networks size in terms of the number of hops 
required in each transmission to reach the destination and equal to the 
TTL (TTL=TTLADT). That is, if TTL is set to the maximum 127, the 
maximum number of intermediate relays for a transmission is 126. Pa-
rameters used in the evaluation are summarized in Table 3. 

The proposal does not impose any restriction on the valid topology of 
the network. But, recall that parameter selection has been performed 
according to some expected characteristics of the deployments and 
about the density of the neighbors. 

Power consumption and delay have been realistically considered. In 
particular:  

• The consumption data are extracted from [36] and validated 
experimentally using the nRF52840 DK. Data correspond with that 
represented Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, Idle=0.01 mA and Iscan=4.6 mA and 
ITX=16.4 mA (8 dBm).  

• The processing time at relay and sink nodes was also measured from 
the test-bed [43].  

• The rest of the parameters are taken from the range of values defined 
BLE mesh specifications (verified with real measurements). Selected 
values correspond with those chosen in the parameter selection. 

Fig. 11 shows the relative energy consumption with respect to a 
standard Bluetooth Mesh operation for a different number of poll events 
in the Tlisten period (NPO) and time between consecutive poll events 
(Tpoll). Evaluation is performed considering one transmission per day 
(1TX/day) and one transmission per minute (1TX/min), in scenarios 
with TTLADT=4, 10, 50, and 127 (from now named only as TTL). Un-
represented values are not possible options. For example, for 1 TX/min 
and TTL=127, settings with the time between polling events of 100 ms 
or more are not feasible. As expected, recall that for 1 TX/day relative 
energy consumption is similar for different values of TTL. 

In the same conditions, Fig. 12 shows the extra delay introduced by 

the PSM-DMO. Note that, in this case, the delay does not depend on the 
number of transmissions per unit of time. It only depends on Tpoll, NPO, 
and TTL. 

For one TX/day, Table 4 shows the values illustrated in Fig. 11 for the 
extreme cases (TTL=4 and TTL=127 with NPO =3 and NPO =6), 
including also unrepresented delays in Fig. 12 for TTL=127. Power 
savings are higher than 99% in some configurations. In addition, Table 4 
shows in column No TX the relative energy consumption of the proposal 
compared to a standard BLE mesh network in the absence of 
transmissions. 

Now we evaluate simultaneously both energy consumption and 
delay. 

When the number of transmission events is low (1TX /day) it is 
remarkable that the relative energy consumption reduces up to 25.5% 
for Tpoll=20 ms, to 5.3% for Tpoll=100 ms, and until 1.3% for Tpoll=500 
ms, with a negligible impact due to NPO or TTL. However, the delay 
depends on the number of hops (TTL). As TTL grows, the transmissions 
might increase the delay. For instance, with TTL=4, the delay varies in 
the range of [0.67 s-1.03 s] for Tpoll=20 ms, [1.63 s-2.95 s] for Tpoll=100 
ms and [6.43 s-12.55 s] for Tpoll=500 ms, depending on the NPO value. 
Really, taking into account NPO requirements of Table 2 for a hostile and 
very improbable scenario with BLER=10%, delay is 1.03 s (NPO =6 and 
Tpoll=20 ms), 2.07 s (NPO =4 and Tpoll=100 ms), and 8.5 s (NPO =4 and 
Tpoll=500 ms). That is, results are very good both in terms of save of 
energy and delay. However, as TTL grows, the transmissions might in-
crease its delay. In any case, there is a tradeoff between delay and energy 
saving. For instance, if TTL=127, a relative consumption of 1.2% or 
1.4% can be achieved with Tpoll=1 s and NPO =3 and NPO =4 but with a 
delay up to 6.6 min and 8.7 min, respectively. In the other extreme, a 
delay lower than 33.2 s can be achieved with Tpoll=20 ms and NPO =6 
and a relative consumption of 25.5%. A tradeoff can be achieved, for 
instance, for Tpoll=200 ms and NPO =4. In this case, relative consumption 
is 5.4% with a delay of around 1 min (66 s). 

Notice that for Tpoll=1000 ms relative energy consumption can be 
reduced up to 0.75% for TTL=4 or TTL=10 and up to 1.63% for 
TTL=127. Thus, a node having a battery of 4400 mAh, the operational 
life would be extended from 40 days to 43.7 years (for TTL up to 10) or 
6.7 years for the largest networks (TTL=127 hops). Consequently, we 
can conclude that the proposed mechanism is a remarkably interesting 
option to achieve power-efficient Bluetooth Mesh networks where traffic 
is infrequent and for delay-tolerant applications. 

As traffic increases, for instance, 1 TX/min =1440TX/day (see 
Fig. 11), relative energy consumption grows and the mechanism 

Fig. 11. Relative Energy Consumption (%) of PSM-DMO proposal compared 
with the standard mode implementation. 

Fig. 12. Additional delay introduced by the PSM-DMO proposal compared with 
the standard mode implementation. 
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logically tends to a standard continuous scan mode, particularly when 
the number of hops grows above TTL=50 (i.e. TTL=127). However, the 
energy saving is appreciable even with a high number of hops (i.e. 
TTL=50). As shown in Fig. 11, not all the configurations are feasible. In 
addition, a higher time between polling events does not necessarily 
imply less energy consumption. Certainly, this reduction occurs when 
there are no transmissions or a reduced number of them. However, 
remember that every time a data transmission event occurs, the nodes 
enter into passive and active scan states for periods up to TADT1. Note 
that the same TADT1 parameter is notified to all the nodes but the 
effective time a node spends in active/passive scan is different and is 
lower for relays several hops away from the source node. Consumption 
linked to scan mode is not negligible and TADT1 depends on the duration 
of the Tlisten period (Tpoll and NPO) and TTL. When TADT1 increases (in 
Fig. 11 we can appreciate Tpoll values where trend changes occur), the 
greater the Tlisten period, the greater the energy consumption. 

Logically, both energy saving and delay degrade if the parameter 
NPO, which is linked to the feasibility and redundancy, is increased. 
Remember that NPO must be chosen according to the Tpoll parameter, 
depending on the BLER (see Table 2). For instance, assuming 
BLER=10%, for Tpoll=50 ms, NPO=5 is enough, whereas for Tpoll=20 ms, 
NPO =6 is required. In those conditions, with 1 TX/min and TTL=10, the 
relative consumption is 29.8% with a delay of 2.59 s for Tpoll=20 ms, 
whereas consumption is reduced to 18.21% with a delay of 3.8 s for 
Tpoll=50 ms. In this case, Tpoll=50 ms seems a good configuration. However, with 1 TX/min and TTL=50, the relative consumption is 

46.6% with a delay of 13.1 s for Tpoll=20 ms, whereas consumption is 
reduced only to 44.68% with a delay of 19.1 s for Tpoll=50 ms. In this 
case, the option to choose is not clear. However, with TTL=127, the best 
option from the point of view of both energy saving and delay is Tpoll 
=20 ms. In this case, relative consumption is 79% with a delay of 33.22 
s. 

Note that, even in extreme cases of networks requiring 127 hops and 
having high traffic, we can still benefit from the mechanism and show 
energy savings of 21% when BLER=10% and 35% in almost ideal con-
ditions in terms of BLER (BLER=0%). Remember that, in all the cases, 
parameters have been chosen to compensate collision probabilities. 

Fig. 13 shows with more detail how the relative energy consumption 
grows as long as traffic increases from 100 TX/day to 1500 TX/day 
(around the 1 TX/min) and for different values of NPO (3–6). In this case, 
only the minimum relative energy consumption, obtained for the best 
Tpoll configuration, is shown. For each Tpoll, the power consumption 
grows linearly, being larger the slope as the value of Tpoll increases. 

Certainly, from the trend of the results obtained in Figs. 11–13 we 
derive that PSM-DMO is an advantageous proposition when network 
traffic is infrequent. However, the benefits can be extended when the 
number of hops is low or moderate. Fig. 14 shows the relative energy 
consumption (in %) for TTL=10, 30 and 50 when traffic grows above 
1TX/min. In this case, relative energy consumption is shown for 

Table 4 
Detail of Relative Energy Consumption (%) of PSM-DMO proposal compared with the standard mode implementation and Delay. 1 TX/day and without TX.  

Tpoll NoTX 1 TX/ day 

TTL¼4 TTL¼127 

Energy Energy Delay Energy Delay 

NPO¼3 NPO¼6 NPO¼3 NPO=3 NPO¼6 NPO=6 

20 ms 25.500 25.500 25.487 25.500 21.8 s 25.523 33.2 s 
30 ms 17.100 17.100 17.065 17.100 25.6 s 17.112 40.8 s 
40 ms 12.900 12.900 12.854 12.900 29.4 s 12.910 48.5 s 
50 ms 10.300 10.300 10.327 10.400 33.2 s 10.393 56.1 s 
100 ms 5.270 5.270 5.275 5.340 52.3 s 5.385 1.6 min 
200 ms 2.740 2.750 2.751 2.860 1.5 min 2.947 2.8 min 
300 ms 1.900 1.910 1.911 2.060 2.1 min 2.193 4.1 min 
400 ms 1.480 1.490 1.493 1.680 2.8 min 1.860 5.4 min 
500 ms 1.230 1.240 1.243 1.470 3.4 min 1.695 6.6 min 
1 s 0.723 0.738 0.751 1.188 6.6 min 1.630 13.0 min  

Fig. 13. PSM-DMO proposal. Relative Energy Consumption (%) of PSM-DMO 
proposal compared with the standard mode implementation as the number of 
TX/day increases from 100 to 1500 for TTL=10, 50 and 127. 

Fig. 14. PSM-DMO proposal. Relative Energy Consumption (%) of PSM-DMO 
proposal compared with the standard mode implementation as the number of 
TX/min increases from 1 to 20 for TTL=10, 30 and 50. 
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different values of NPO (3 to 6) and for the Tpoll value (between 20 and 
100 ms) that provides the best performance. When TTL=10, consump-
tion is still reduced around 50% for 8TX/min. When the number of hops 
increases (TTL=50 in versus TTL=30 or TTL=10), in Fig. 14 we can see 
again that energy consumption grows faster as traffic increases. Also, as 
the number of hops increases, the parameter settings that provide the 
minimum energy consumption correspond with lower Tpoll values. 

Concerning with the number of devices that are sources of data, in 
general, and not only for PSM-DMO but also standard operation, the 
performance is affected by an increased number of collisions as the 
number of transmissions increases. When there is a greater number of 
devices increasing the number of transmissions, the overall performance 
gets worse. In any case, PSM-DMO performs better than the standard as 
long as the overall number of transmissions is infrequent. 

In order to compare the PSM-DMO and BMADS [22] proposal, 
Fig. 15 (for PSM-DMO) and Fig. 16 (for BMADS) quantify the relation 
between relative energy consumption and delay in three scenarios 
(1 TX/day and TTL=4 and 1 TX/min for TTL=10 and TTL=50). 

In the case of BMADS, as it can be seen in [22], there is not a single 

optimal configuration for the mechanism but a set of non-dominated 
solutions to choose from. That is to say, solutions in which the energy 
consumption cannot be further improved without degrading the 
maximum delay. Such solutions are Pareto optimal and constitute the 
configurations to consider and that are represented in Fig. 13. Table 3 
summarizes BMADs parameters. To configure the BMADS control 
sequence that puts the relays into continuous scan, BMADS use Nseq

TC , 
Nseq

TIS, Pseq
RC , and Nseq

RIS parameters and calculate the associated values, 
netIntseq and pubIntseq, as defined in [22]. These parameters should be 
selected in a way that we can create a long enough pattern to ensure that 
at least one control message (named ADS) is received during the active 
part of the scanner duty cycle, assuming ideal conditions in terms of 
collisions or BLER. The scanner duty cycle is controlled by scanWinseq 

and scanIntseq parameters, which together with the previous ones form 
the set of parameters to choose from. 

To ensure reliability in non-ideal conditions, BMADS introduces the 
parameter k, which represents the minimum number of consecutive 
control packets (ADS) to be received to ensure a successful control 
message reception. That is, to ensure the reception even with up to k-1 
consecutive packet with errors. The purpose is similar to that of NPO and 
repetitions of advseqADT. Redundancy of the control sequence and the 
data is controlled with their correspondent Pdata

RC , Ndata
TC and Rdata

RC . 
Although NTC, NTIS, PRC, and NRIS could be different for the data or the 
BMADS sequence as their target is different, the same level of redun-
dancy is considered for the control messages and data (Ndata

TC = Rdata
RC = k – 

1, Pdata
RC = 0). Tuning these parameters, including k, not only affects the 

reliability of the transmissions but also has a direct impact on the 
receiver scan cycles. Hence, energy consumption depends heavily on 
how they are adjusted. As stated above, results in Fig. 16 correspond 
with the Pareto optimal solutions for k=1 (non-redundancy) and from 3 
to 6. Parameter combinations are represented by different points. Un-
represented values of delay are not feasible. Increasing redundancy has a 
higher impact in large scenarios with higher traffic. This is because 
continuous scan is kept active for a longer time when the network is 
larger and such reconfiguration happens with every new transmission. 
As a result, the effect of network size and traffic volume is multiplicative. 
Note that even with k=6, important energy savings are still observed 
with respect to normal Bluetooth Mesh Operation. 

Comparing the new proposal (PSM-DMO) with BMADS, under 
equivalent conditions, we see that PSM-DMO clearly exceeds the per-
formance of BMADS in all cases. For instance, when the number of 
transmission events is low (1 TX/day) and TTL=4, with a delay up to 2.5 
s, relative energy consumption in BMADS is around 20% with k=3, 
whereas in PSM-DMO is below 3% with NPO= 3, and even lower than 
5.5% with NPO= 6 (while is around 38% in BMADS). Thus, in this spe-
cific situation, PSM-DMO reduces power consumption 7 times and up to 
8 times when higher delays are considerd. As can be seen by comparing 
Figs. 12 and 15, the gain of PSM-DMO depends on the specific delay 
threshold (for instance, around 4 times for 1.25 s). 

As the traffic (1 TX/min) and the number of hops increases, both 
schemes tend to the continuous scan mode and therefore the ratio be-
tween them is reduced. However, differences between PSM-DMO and 
BMADS are still very significant. For instance, for TTL=50, NPO =k=3, 
and 12.5 s, relative energy consumption in PSM-DMO is 35% compared 
with 55% of BMADS. With NPO =k=6 and 12.5 s, relative energy con-
sumption is 80% in BMADS. However, in this case, in PSM-DMO the 
minimum delay is 13 s but relative energy consumption drops to 47%. 
Thus, the gain is significant. We can see that PSM-DMO imposes a higher 
minimum delay than BMADS when traffic increases and for a high 
number of hops (TTL). However, the energy reduction is significant with 
a very low impact over the minimum delay. 

From the previous discussion, we can conclude that the PSM-DMO 
proposal provides very significant energy benefits in networks where 
traffic is infrequent. and, furthermore, when traffic increases if the 
number of hops is not excessive. In any case, we recall that the proposal 

Fig. 15. PSM-DMO proposal. Relative Energy Consumption (%) compared with 
the standard mode implementation vs Delay. 

Fig. 16. BMADS proposal. Relative Energy Consumption (%) compared with 
the standard mode implementation vs Delay. 
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is defined as an optional operation mode, eligible when nodes operate in 
scenarios with applications that are delay tolerant and/or make infre-
quent transmissions. That is, PSM-DMO needs to coexist with standard 
mesh operation in other cases. 

6. Conclusions 

Mesh feature has risen the interest of BLE as an enabler for IoT. 
However, almost continuous scan requirement stated in the standard 
and linked to the managed flooding scheme reduces its advantages in 
terms of energy consumption compared to other alternatives. Particu-
larly, in application scenarios where its backbone is battery-powered 
and traffic is infrequent. To overcome this limitation, we have pro-
posed a novel strategy, named PSM-DMO, that minimizes the scan pe-
riods and thus, significantly reduces the overall power consumption. The 
proposal, adapted to the BLE mesh specification, allows all nodes of the 
mesh network to go into scan mode only when there is a node with data 
to transmit and flooding is required. It replaces the continuous scan by a 
periodic but asynchronous polling process whereby the nodes interro-
gate their neighbors about the existence of data to receive or to 
retransmit through the network. Nodes remain by default in sleep mode 
between polls in order to save energy and, they only go into scan mode 
during the period of time the mesh network will be involved in the 
transmission and dissemination of data. This proposal clearly differs 
from the concept of Bluetooth Mesh Low Power Node (BM-LPN) and, 
also, from BMADS proposal previously presented in [22], based on dy-
namic scan cycles and sending of a new control message sequence that 
puts the nodes into a continuous scan. The results of the new proposal 
(PSM-DMO), which minimizes scan periods, show that the approach 
provides very power-efficient Bluetooth Mesh networks. The evaluation 
has been made considering the redundancy required by the propagation 
and interference conditions. It provides very significant energy benefits 
in networks where traffic is infrequent. For applications that require 1 
TX/day, substantial energy savings have been observed, depending on 
the number of hops. Although there is a compromise between energy 
saving consumption and delay, over 99.24% and few seconds of delay 
can be achieved in networks with few hops. Therefore, it is possible to 
extend a 4400 mAh powered node from less than 40 days to more than 
43.7 years. A 98.24% energy saving can be achieved for 127 hops and 
applications with higher tolerance of delays. 

Networks having higher traffic demands (1 TX/min), even when they 
require a high number of hops, can also benefit from this mechanism. 
For instance, networks with 50 hops show energy savings above 55% 
with delays below 12 s. Compared with BMADS proposal, PSM-DMO far 
outperforms BMADS in all cases, while parameter selection is easier. 
Energy consumption can be reduced up to 7-8 times compared with 
BMADS. 

The proposal is defined as an optional operation mode, eligible when 
nodes operate in scenarios with applications that are delay tolerant and/ 
or make infrequent or sporadic transmissions. It does not either require 
relevant changes in the mesh protocol stack structure although an 
additional feature is required. 
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